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Abstract 

An expenmental investigation of the low temperature properties of some 

RE,4Ag;, compounds with RE= La, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er is reported. The 

structure of the compounds has been characterised at room temperature using X

ray diffraction. All compounds crystallise w1thm a single phase w1th the 

Ags,Gd,4 structure type and space group P6/m 

Magnetisation and specific heat measurements have been earned out All 

compounds reveal two magnetic phase transitions at low temperatures to an 

antiferromagnetically ordered state. A shift of these transitiOn temperatm es as a 

function of applied magnetic field is exhibited for all compounds. For Tb14Ag51 

and Dy14Ag51 a tnple point has been observed. With the exception of Gd 14Ag;1 

magnetisation measurements at low temperatures indicate field mduced changes 

of magnetic order. Phase dmgrams have been constructed for all alloys In order 

to characterise lattice and electromc contnbut1ons the alloy La14Ags1 has been 

mvestigated as a non-magnetic reference compound. 

An analysis of the systematics of the transition temperatures T N yields a linea1 

behaviOur as a function of the de Gennes factor. Thus a scaling dependence of 

TN (de Gennes scaling) has been Identified for the RE 14Ag; 1 se11es. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The mvestigation of the electronic and magnetic properties of materials is a well 

established branch of current solid state research withm the field of condensed 

matter. The systematic investigation of parttcular classes of compounds has often 

proved an invaluable source of information. In recent years and due to their 

increased availabtlity the properties and phystcs of the rare earth intermetallic 

compounds has attracted considerable attention. 

In thts thesis a systematic experimental study of some low temperature properties 

has been earned out on the rare earth senes REI4Ag~I with the rare earth (RE) 

elements Gadolinium Gd, Terbmm Tb, Dysprosium Dy, Holmmm Ho, Erbium 

Er and Lanthanum La. 

The rare earths comprise the elements from lanthanum to lutetium in the periodic 

table of elements. They are characterised by a partially filled 4 !-electron shell. 

Due to the small radius of the !-electron wavefunction the unfilled electron shell 

IS well shielded from the local environment. Magnetic properties of mtermetalhc 

rare earth compounds are deterrruned almost exclusively by the 4 f electrons. 

The direct exchange interaction between two magnetic rare earth atoms is much 

to small to account for the magnetic properties due to the negligible overlap of 

4f-wavefunctions. It IS the indirect exchange mteraction via a polarisatiOn of the 

conduction electrons which dominates the couphng between the 4f-magnetic 

moments of neighbouring rare earth atoms. This indirect exchange interaction is 

known as the RKKY interaction and was first described by Ruderman and Kittel 

and further by Kasuya and Yosida. A vanety of electronic and magnetic 

phenomena is observed experimentally. These properties have made rare earth 

systems a fruitful field for detailed study. Of particular importance are 

isostructural rare earth series, because 1t allows the investigation of systematics 

as a function of rare earth element. This anses due to the fact that the electronic 



Chapter 2: Sample Preparation and Characterisation 

Introduction 

All RE14Ags1 alloys have been prepared in the Department of Physics at 

Loughborough Umversity. A charactensation of the atomtc structure and sample 

quahty IS necessary before starting a more detailed investigation. In this chapter 

the preparatiOn and characterisation of the RE14Ag51 samples is illustrated. For 

the characterisation of the atomic structure X-ray diffraction measurements have 

been earned out using the Debye-Scherrer powder method. All alloys were 

found to crystallise in the Ag51Gd14 structure. For these measurements a 

calibration of the X-ray dtffractometer was earned out by using pure Nickel 

powder. A value of the rallo between the intensities of the two Cu-Ka 

components to the radiation IS obtained. 

Materials 

For the rare earth compounds RE14Ag51 the starting materials were Stlver (Ag), 

Lanthanum (La), Gadolinium (Gd), Terbium (Tb), Dysprosium (Dy), Holmium 

(Ho) and Erbium (Er). All these matenals had a high chemical purity of 3N. All 

materials were bought from Johnsen Matthey, Materials Technology U. K, 

Ochard Road, Royston, Herts., England and were stored in an evacuated glass 

container and mechanically cleaned before preparation 

Preparation 

The appropnate amounts of pure elements were repeatedly arc-melted in a 

furnace under a reduced atmosphere of argon (pressure -0.3 bar). The argon-arc 

furnace was built in the Department and consists of a small chamber, a water 

cooled tungsten-electrode and a copper hearth in which cigar shaped troughs 
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were placed. Titanium as a getter material was used to remove any residual 

oxygen. Ingots weighting 12g were prepared with this arc-meltmg technique. To 

ensure homogeneity m the alloy the ingot was turned over and remelted several 

limes. Afterwards, part of each ingot (2g-3g) was spark eroded and powdered 

With a hardened steel pestle and a mortar. The SIZe of the grains of this powder 

was smaller than 250 jlm. 

The method of arc-melting by a hot electron arc is accompanied by very high 

temperature gradients across the ingot. This results in a small weight loss during 

the preparation process. All samples (powder and ingot) were annealed rapped in 

tantalum foil in an evacuated quartz tube and slowly cooled. Because of different 

melting points of the alloys the heat treatment was earned out at different 

temperatures. The important values of the treatment for all samples IS listed in 

table 2.1 

Sample Weight lost after Heatmg- Heatmg-t1me Cool1ng-range 
meltmg Temperalure 

La 14Ag51 16% 700 C" 60 hr 60 C"/hr 

Gct,.Ag" 005% 900 C" 20 hr 60 C"/hr. 

Tb,4Ags1 011% 900 C" 20 hr 60 C"/hr 

Dy14Ag'il 04% 900 C" 60 hr 30 C"/hr 

Ho,4Ag'i 1 041% 850 C" 20 hr 60 C"/hr. 

Er14Ag'i1 009% 800 C" 60 hr. 30 C"lhr 

Table 2.1. Detazls of the heat-treatment of the vartous RE14Ag51 compounds. 

With the exception of the La14Ag5I-compound the weight loss after heat

ll eatment was found to be within -0.5 % on average. 

For the preparation of samples with the appropriate shape the mgot was cut 

under oil with a spark eroder. For the specific heat measurement a sample of 

I g- 1.5g was prepared with one polished surface. From the remammg material a 

small piece for the measurement of magnetic properties had been selected. 
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Fmally, all prepared samples were cleaned with acetone and stored in small glass 

tubes. 

Crystallographic structure 

All samples crystalline in the hexagonal structure with the Ag51Gd14 type and 

space group P6/m [!], [2], [3], [4].The atomic structure is shown m the figure 

2.1. 

Steeb et al. [5] investigated this structure type. Thetr samples of composition 

Ag3RE were found to crystalline m the structure type Ag3Pu and the space group 

P63/m. Kiessler et al. [6] investigated the stlver-gadolinmm phase diagram and 

the Ag,Pu structure type was identified. For the first time McMasters et al. [I] 

[2] discovered the correct structure of Ag51Gd14 m the silver rich rare earth-silver 

senes. Later Bailey and Kline [3] investigated this senes and obtained rehable 

data for the hexagonal Ag51 Gd14 mtermetalhc compound. For the Ags,Gd,4 

structure type and space group P6/m atomic positions are shown m the table 2.2. 

Ftgure 2 I. Atonuc structure of Ag51Gd14 type reported (After Batley et al. [3]) 
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Atom Wyckoff Site X y z Site 
notatiOn Svmmetrv Occupancy 

Ag'" 2(c) 6 0.3333 06667 0 I 00 

Ag'"' 4(h) 3 0 3333 06667 02987 1.00 

Acr~'' e 6(k) m 02383 00589 05000 047 

Ag' 12(1) m 02662 01918 0 2370 lOO 

Ao-PI 
e 12(1) I 0.1155 04944 0 1526 I 00 

Ag'•' 12(1) I 0 04390 01049 0 3305 I 00 

Ag"' 6(1) I 0 1131 0 1324 0 I 00 

Gd'" 2(e) 6 0 0 03060 I 00 

Gd"' 6(1) m 03898 0 1138 0 I 00 

Gd' 6(k) m 01394 04680 05000 lOO 

Table 2 2 Crystallograph1c parameters for the Ag51Gd14 structure t)pe and space group P6/m 
fiom Bailey et a/ [3] 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray dtffraction was used to obtam the crystallographic structure of the 

samples In order to mvesttgate the atomic structure of latttce wtth a latttce 

parameter of the order of Angstrom in a diffraction experiment, one needs to use 

radtation wtth a wavelength of the same order of magmtude. X-ray radtation 

provides such wavelengths. 

For this investigation the Debye-Scherrer powder method was used at room 

temperature. The equipment was a X-ray generator PW 1130/90/96 (Phthps) 

with a proportional detector probe PW 1965/20/30. The geometry of the 

dtffractometer is schematically shown in figure 2.2. The anode in the X-ray 

generator consisted of copper (Cu). Therefore the characteristic X-ray radiation 

was the Ka 1a2 doublet wtth the wavelengths Ka1 = 1.540541 A and 

K a2 = 1.54433 A. To obtain monochromatic radiation, a ntckel ftlter was used to 

ftlter one of these K~-contnbution. 
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With such a monochromatic radiation the Debye-Scherrer powder method can be 

used to investigate the crystallographic structure of an atomic lattice. A 

schematic diagram of diffraction of X-rays by a crystal IS shown in figure 2.3. 

When X-rays of a wavelength A. are directed onto a crystal at an angle 9, 

diffraction Will occur due to parallel atomic planes of separation d. The 

amplitude of the diffracted X-ray beam Will be maximal when the path difference 

between rays reflected from successive planes is equal to a whole number of 

wavelengths (nA.). The relation which applies to this condition IS called the Bragg 

law 

nA- = 2dsin e. 

For the evaluation of the X-ray diffraction pattern the software program FuliProf 

(version 3.5 Dez. 97-LIB-GRC wntten by Juan Rodriguez-Carvajal [7]) was 

used. This program refines a calculated diffraction spectrum and fits it to the 

observed spectrum. The refined parameters are: 

• zero point (29 off-set) 

• overall scale factor 

• lattice parameters 

• atomic positions 

• occupation numbers 

• 3 peak shape parameters half width parameters of peak shape 

• ISOtropic temperature factor 

A statistical X2-test was applied to the fit, defined by 

where Nob• IS the number of observations and Npar IS the number of parameters. 
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Fzgure 2 2 lllustratzon of the geometry of the dz.ffractometer 
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F<gure 2 3 · lllustratwn of Bragg' s law 

Calibration of the diffractometer 

As described above the characteristic radtatton Ka1 = 1.540541 A and 

Ka2 = 1.54433 A appear for a X-ray generator wtth a copper anode If two 

dtfferent wavelengths are directed onto a crystal, then there appear two 

diffractton patterns of the same structure which a shtfted by a known amount. 

The shtft can be determined with the aid ofBragg's law. 

Wtth the program FuiiProf it is posstble to evaluate a dtffraction spectrum wtth 

two shifted patterns. It is necessary to know both wavelengths and the ratio of 

their mtensittes. To determine the intensity ratto a measurement was carried out 

using pure nickel powder. The X-ray-dtffractton pattern is shown m the figure 

2.4. 

Two patterns each with three peaks are shown, which belong to the Bragg

reflections of the three h, k, I planes (I I 1), (200), (220) respectively and to the 

two dtfferent wavelengths. (h, k, I are the Miller indices.) With the program 

FuiiProf a pattern was refined using one wavelength and two different nickel 

lattice parameters. The measured and refined patterns and their difference are 

plotted m graph 2.5. For each of the nickel-patterns the program calculated the 
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following refined parameters: zero point off set, overall scale factor lattice 

parameters, peak shape parameters and overall isotropic temperature factor. 

The overall scale factor IS a parameter which normalises to the value of the 

intensity, thus the ratio of the overall scale parameter ytelds the intensity ratto of 

the two different nickel-lattices. This result is analogous to one nickel-latttce but 

two different wavelengths. This is the case for the actual measurement. 

Therefore, the ratio between both Ka -radmtion is determinated as 

I(Kat) I I(K,a) = 2.64 ± 0 09 

To verify this result the ratio of the cell parameters of both nickel-patterns was 

compared with the ratio of the different wavelengths of the Kat-, and Ka2-

radtation. The dtfference was founded to be JUSt I% which shows that such a 

comparison is possible. 

15000 

.?:-u; 
c 
Q) 

"E 10000 

5000 

29 m degrees 

Ftgure 2.4· X-ray diffraction pattern of Ntckel powder. 
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Figure 2 5. Experimental and refined X-ray dtffractwn pattem of N1ckel powder 

Characterisation 

All powdered compounds were measured over the angular range 10° < 28 < 85° 

m steps of 0.05° and a time scale of 20 sec per step. The X-ray generator was 

operated with a current of 20 mA and a voltage of 40 kV. The diffraction pattern 

was evaluated with the software program FullProf as descnbed above. 

In the following figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 are shown the observed X

ray dtffractton spectra (Yobs), the calculated spectra (Y cal) and the difference 

between both spectra (Yobs-Y cal) for each compound. 
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Figure 2 7- X-ray diffractiOn pattem ojTb,,Ags, 
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Lookmg at the graphs it is possible to recognise that the structure of the alloys 

corresponds to the atomic structure type of Ag51Gd14 and the hexagonal space 

group P6/m, because the peaks of the calculated and refined spectrum fit on the 

same positiOns as the peaks of the obtained diffraction spectrum. Furthermore, 

the lattice parameters obtained are not so far off the lattiCe parameters that are 

given by McMaster et. al. [2]. However, the intensities of the calculated and 

observed peaks do not correspond to each other. The intensities of the observed 

peaks are greater than the calculated ones. Furthermore, the refined values of 

occupation numbers and atom positions differ from the values given in the 

literature [I], [2], [3], [4]. This discrepancy could be attnbuted to the fact that the 

powder grains were not sufficiently small and that a complete random orientation 

of all crystalhtes was probably not guaranted The program Fui!Prof [7] allows to 

refine more than one phase. This was already used for the deteimination of the 

intensity ratio of the two Ka -contnbutions To confirm that the alloys are single 

phase and only consist of the Ag5IGdi4 structure the structure types of adjacent 

phases in the phase diagram [6] were also refined such as Ag (Cu, Fm3m) and 

Ag2RE (MoSb. I4/mmm) [2], [4]. This refinement did not change the calculated 

pattern of the Ag5IREI4 phase The overall scale factors of the impunty phases 

were found to be converge to values close to zero. This verified that no other 

neighbourmg RE-Ag phases are contained in these samples. 

The refined and calculated parameters, lattice parameters and x2 -values, are 

shown m table 2.3 and are compared to values found in the literature [ 1]. In table 

2 4 the refined atom positions and occupation numbers are shown. 

alloy lattice parameters (A) lattJce parameters (A) ' x-
by McMasters et al [I] observed paramete1 s 

"o Co "o Co 

Ag51 La14 12 955 ±0005 9.525 ±0007 12 903 ±0003 9601±0004 465 

Ag51 Gd14 12681 ±0003 9 289±0 004 12 669 ±0003 9 324±0 004 23 7 

Ag·u Th14 12 65 ±0005 928±0003 12 631 ±0003 9296±0004 18.0 

Agsl Dy1"' 12 635 ±0003 9 271 ±0 002 12614±0003 9269±0004 30 I 

Ag51 Ho14 12 609 ±0006 9257±0002 12.591 ±0003 9260±0004 47 9 

Ag51 Er14 12 596 ±0002 9 236 ± 0 001 1241±001 930±001 112 

Table 2 4 Lamce parameters 
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Atom Atom Ag"Gd,: Ag51La14* Ag,Gd1• Ag,Th14 Ags1DY14* Ag,Ho14* Ag51Er14* 
Pos 

Ag'" X 0 3333 0 3333 03333 03333 03333 0 3333 0 3333 

y 06667 06667 06667 06667 06667 06667 06667 
z 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 

occ. 20000 20000 4.9782 3 7821 20000 20000 2.0000 
Agw X 0 3333 03333 03333 0.3333 03333 03333 0 3333 

y 06667 06667 06667 0 6667 06667 06667 06667 
z 0 2370 0.2546 0.3062 0 3170 0 2370 0 1020 02468 

occ 40000 40000 40869 20429 40000 40000 40000 
AcP, 
" 

X 0.1131 0.1098 0 1040 0 1100 0.1131 02225 0.1168 

y 0 1324 0 1321 0 1315 0.1413 0 1324 00476 0 1127 
z 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 

occ. 2 8200 2 8200 5 2432 8 8536 28200 2 8200 2.8200 

Ag'" X 02383 0.2235 02240 0 2152 0 2383 02285 0 2248 

y 00589 00524 00505 00468 00589 00566 00542 

z 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 
occ 60000 60000 12 5505 120208 60000 60000 60000 

Ag''' X 02662 02662 02662 0 2662 02662 02662 02662 

y 0 1918 01918 0 1918 0 1918 0 1918 0.1918 0 1918 

z 02370 02370 02370 02370 02370 02370 02370 
occ. 12 0000 12000 12.0994 12.7609 12 0000 12 0000 12000 

Ag'" X 0 1155 0.1155 0 1155 0 1155 0 1155 0.1155 0 1155 

y 04944 04944 04944 04944 0.4944 04944 04944 

z 0 1526 0 1526 0 1526 0 1526 0 1526 0 1526 0 1526 
occ 12 0000 120000 11.9480 10.7059 120000 12.0000 12 0000 

Aom 
" 

X 04390 04390 04390 04390 04390 04390 04390 

y 0 1049 0.1049 0 1049 0.1049 0 1049 01049 0 1049 

z 0.3305 03305 03305 03305 0.3305 0 3305 0 3305 

occ 12 0000 120000 11 2596 10 2672 12 0000 12 0000 12 0000 

Gd'" X 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 

y 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 

z 03060 0 3201 0 3199 03163 0.3060 03366 0 3085 

occ. 2 0000 20000 2 1533 29814 2.0000 20000 20000 
Gdi2) X 0 3898 03898 03898 0 3898 0.3898 03898 0 3898 

y 0 1138 0 1138 0 1138 01138 0 1138 01138 0 1138 

z 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 

occ 60000 60000 9 8100 11 6847 60000 60000 6.0000 

Gd'" X 0 1394 0 1394 0 1394 0 1394 0 1394 0 1394 0.1394 

y 04680 04680 04680 04680 04680 04680 04680 

z 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 05000 

occ. 60000 60000 6 1705 2.8046 60000 60000 6.0000 

Table 2 5 ·Atom positions and occupatiOn numbers 
• In the first column the literature value are shown [I] 
•For of these samples the occupatiOn numbers have not been refined 
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In conclusion It can be stated that all samples are single phase and crystallise in 

the Ags1Gd14 structure type with space group P6/m. A schematic picture of the 

atom positions and the lattice sites is shown m figure 2.12. The rare earth atoms 

(RE) are located on three crystallographically distinct sites 2(e), 6U), 6(k). The 

RE12> { 6(1)} and RE(3) { 6(k)} atoms are located in two planes at z = 0 and 

z = 1/2. The RE<1> atoms are located along the c-axis. The silver atoms (Ag) fill 

the spaces between the RE layers. The two RE<I> atoms are located on the 2(e) 

lattice sites of the umt cell and form a pair. They are shielded from other RE 

atoms m the layers 6(j) and 6(k). This affects on the magnetic behaviour 

favouring magnetic order only for the 12 rare earth atoms which are located 

withm the hexagonal planes at z = 0 and z = 112 m the unit cell. The same 

argument applies to the macroscopic magnetisation If a external magnetic field is 

applied. The fraction of the atoms carrying a magnetic moment is believed to be 

limited to only 12 rare earth atoms per umt cell [8]. This again Will affect the 

magnetic entropy ~S-and its contnbution to the specific heat. This will be 

discussed more fully in chapter 4. 

6(k)~ 

2(e)~0 
0 

0 

Ftgure 2 12· Crystallographtc structure and atom posttions (After Brown et al. [8]) The filled 
ctrcles represent RE atoms and unfilled ctrcles Ag atoms. The cross-hatched ctrcles are Ag 
atoms sttes but only half of the sttes occupted 
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Chapter 3: Magnetic Properties ofRE 14Ags1 

Introduction 

The electronic and magnetic properties of rare earth alloys contmue to pwvide a 

source of interesting phenomena for detatled study. At low temperatures 1t IS 

observed that many materials possess a finite magnetisation m the absence of an 

applied field. This spontaneous magnetisation IS due to the alignment of 

permanent magnetic dipole moments and indicates that each dipole IS aware of 

the direction in which other dipoles are pomting. This awareness results f1om the 

interaction between the moments. The transition to a state for which the dipoles 

are aligned represents an mcrease in the degree of order with m the solid and thus 

a decrease of entropy. The simplest type of magnetic 01der is ferromagnet1sm for 

which all moments are aligned parallel to one another and contnbute equally to 

the spontaneous magnetisation The ordenng in ant1ferromagnets is such that half 

the dipoles are aligned m one direction and the other half in the opposite 

direction. For ferrimagnets there are oppositely directed moments of different 

magmtude such that a net macroscopic magnetic moment results. 

In this chapter the expenmental results are presented of the mvestigation of the 

RE14Ag51 alloy senes (RE = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and La) The magnetis.ttion of 

these compounds has been measured as a function of temperature and magnetic 

f1eld. The measurements have been earned out m the Department of Phys1cs at 

Loughborough University usmg the SQUID ~y~tem 

In section 3 I a more detatled descnption IS given of the theory of magnetism. In 

order to be consiStent With the definition of the formul.te and umts the 

description and symbols are based on the notation as g1ven m the book by J 

Crangle. The SI-umt system is adopted throughout the thesis 

In sect1on 3.2 the used equ1pment, the SQUID system, 1s briefly descnbed 
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The results of the magnet1sat1on measurements are desclibed m section 3.3. A 

fmal discussion of these results is presented in chapter 5 together w1th the results 

obtamed by specific heat measurements. 
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3.1 Theory of Magnetism 

Magnetic Dipoles 

The concept of localised moment magnetism can be understood in simple terms 

as the motion of electric charges (electrons moving around a core on circular 

paths). According to Ampere's law the motion of these charges will cause a 

magnetic moment to occur. This magnetic moment is given by the vector product 

of the loop area of the orbit and the current around this loop. For an orbital with 

only one electron of charge e and mass m, the dipole moment is 

[3.1] 

where r is the radius of the loop and cv is the angular velocity of the electron. 

The angular momentum is defmed as 

J =m, r x v = m, CV r2 

[3.2] 

and therefore, 

Jl={-e )J 
2m, 

[3.3] 

Because of the quantised nature of the motion of electrons the angular 

momentum is also quantised in units of 1i = h 1211: , where h is Planck' s 

constant. In the lowest state the magnetic moment has the value 

eh =A=9.2732x10-24 JT-1 

4trm, 2m, 
[3.4] 

the Bohr magneton. In general the magnetic moment which is associated with the 

orbital motion must be a multiple of the Bohr magneton. 
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In add1t10n each electron has an intrinsic angular momentum, a spin, wh1ch 

contnbutes to the total angular momentum. The spin of the electron is related to 

a spin quantum number s = ±112. Furthermore, a magnetic moment for this 

"spinning motion" can be defined as 

Jl, = g SJls [3.5] 

where g IS the spectroscop1c splitting factor (or just the g-factor) which has a 

value of g = 2.0023 for a free electron. 

Magnetic moment of an atom 

For an atom with more than one electron the total angular momentum is given by 

vector add1t1on of the orb1tal and spin angular momenta. For th1s the followmg 

types of interactions have to be considered: 

I. The spm-orb1tal mteraction, either for the interaction between the 

orb1tal angular momentum of one electron and its own spm or for the 

same interaction between different electrons. 

2. The orbit-orbit interaction between different electrons 

3 The spin-spm interaction between diffe1 ent electrons 

Flom experiments it IS found that m most cases the spm-orb1t mteract1on is very 

small in companson to the orb1t-orbit and spin-spin interactions. Therefore, lt 

can be assumed that the vector combination proceeds in the manner descnbed by 

Russell and Saunders (1925) In this couphng scheme the individual orbital and 

spm quantum numbers combine to give a total angular momentum. This 1mphes 

that all spms form a resultant vector S and all orb1tal angular momenta f01m a 

resultant vector L. The total angular momentum J 1s then given by 

J=L+S [3.6] 

and the conesponding quantum number J can take the values 
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J = IL-si.IL-s + 11 .... IL+SI. [3.7) 

The projection M 1 of J onto the quantlsatiOn axts has the values 

M, =-J,-J+l, ... ,J-l,J, [3.8) 

whtch can only be integer or half integer. So for each value of J there ts a 

multiplet with 2 J +I levels each of which corresponds to a value of M 1 

In order to obtain the values of L and S of an atom tt ts assumed that the 

electrons (fermions) fill the quantised energy levels respecting both the Pauh

exclusion pnnctple and Hund's rules. 

Pauli-exclusion pnnciple· 

Two fermions cannot be in the same state, where each state ts defined by a 

complete set of quantum numbers n ,I, m1 , m,. 

Hund's rules: 

For a free atom the electron shells are filled such that 

I. the value of the total spin S for each sub-shell is maxtmal. 

2. the value of the orbital momentum L is a maximum conststent with the 

value of S. 

3. the value of the total angular momentum J is J = IL +SI for a shell 

(correspondmg to the quantum number n) which is more then half 

filled and J = IL-SI for a shell which is less than half full. 

For a completely filled sub-shell the values of L, S and J are zero. Therefore, 

tt can be seen that a magnetic moment only occurs when a shellts not completely 

ftlled. 

As descnbed above for each possible value of J there occurs a multtplet of 

energy states wtth 2 J +I levels each corresponding to one value of M 1 For a 
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free atom and zero external magnetic field all levels in a multiplet have the same 

energy. If a magnetic field is applied, then these levels will split into separate 

energy levels. (Crystal fields in solids are also able to lift degeneracies.) 

For given values of the quantum numbers L, S and J the angular momentum 

vectors L , S and J can be written for the general case as 

L
2 =( 2~ J L(L+1), 

S 2 =(2~Js(S+1), 

J2 =( 2: J J(J +1). 

So it is possible to define the corresponding vectors of magnetic moments: 

IlL =Jls~ L(L+1), 

Jls = 2jl8 ~ S(S+1}, 

ll1 = g Jls ~ J(J +1), 

where g is the Lande factor 

=
1
+ J(J +1)+S(S+1)-L(L+1) 

g 2J(J+1) 

[3.9] 

[3.10] 

[3.11] 

[3.12] 

[3.13] 

[3.14] 

[3.15] 

Thus the magnetic moment of a single atom is defined. In the absence of an 

external magnetic field all atoms have the same magnetic moment with the same 

energy. In an applied field the energy levels of a multiplet are lifted and the 

energy 

E""'" = -111 B 0 = -g Jls M 1 B0 [3.16] 

depends on the value of M 1 • 
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Magnetic moment of a solid 

The total magnetic moment of a solid can be obtained by addition of all atomic 

moments But the population of the electrons in each multiplet has to be known. 

With the assumption that the energy differences between multiplets are very 

large compared to the energy differences Withm a multiplet the population 

probability of a sub-level is given by 

P(M,) 
exp l- f3 E.., .. , (M, )J . 

I,exp[- f3 E,.,, (M,)] 

[3.17] 

where f3 = (k 8 T ti and k8 = 1.38062 10-23 J K-I the Boltzmann constant. 

For a single magnetic moment in an applied magnetic field the total magnetic 

moment in the direction of the magnetic field is then 

or 

(11 J i) = L g 11 B M J P(M J ) 
M, 

I, M, exp[g 118 f3 M, 80 ] 

(11 Ji) = g 11n -'-M"-'-------

I,exp [g 11 8 f3 M, 80 ] 

M, 

With the use of the Bnlloum function 

where 
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[3.18] 

[3.19] 

[3 20] 

[3.21] 



the expression for (11 Jt) can be written as 

[3.22] 

For a system with N magnetic moments the magnetisation M IS simply the sum 

of all moments (11 Jt) The magnetic susceptibility is then defined as 

/loM 
x=-B-, [3 23] 

where B is the applied magnetic field intensity and /lo = 4n 10-7 H m-1 IS the 

permeability of free space. The molar susceptibility is wntten as XM and has the 

umt [ J T-2 mar'] 

Magnetic moment of the atomic nucleus 

In the same way as descnbed above for electrons, a very small magnetic moment 

occurs for an atomic nucleus associated With the spin angular momentum of the 

nucleus. The basic unit of magnetic moment m this case is the nuclear magneton 

[3.24] 

where M 
1
, is the proton mass 

This nuclear magneton is smaller than the Bohr magneton by m, I M 
1
, the ratio 

of the electron mass to the proton mass. Therefore, when discussing ~tatic 

magnetisation the magnetic nuclear moments can almost always be neglected 

compared to the electronic contnbutions. 
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Diamagnetism 

Dtamagnettsm ts associated wtth the tendency of electrical charges to partially 

shield the mterior of a body from an apphed magnetic field. This shieldmg is due 

to molecular currents induced by an external magnettc field such that, by Lenz's 

law, the mduced magnettc moment is onented in the opposite direction to the 

applied field. Clearly, a diamagnetic effect must always occur when any material 

is placed into a magnettc field and is therefore present in paramagnetic, 

ferromagnetic and antiferromagnellc materials. 

The magnetic force, according to the Lorentz term F = e vx B, rebalances the 

centnfugal and centripetal fm ces actmg on the electrons so that the 01 bttal 

frequency of an electron with its orbttal magnettc moment parallel to the 

magnettc field is slowed down and the orbttal frequency of an electron wtth tts 

orbital magnetic moment antiparallel to the field is speeded up. The dtffetence 

between both of these frequencies is the Larmor precesston frequency 

eB t:J.ro=--. 
2m, 

[3 25] 

If the average electron current around the nucleus is inittally zero an apphed 

magnetic field wtll cause a current around the nucleus. The Larmor precession of 

Z electrons ts then an electnc cut rent of magmtude 

I =(-Z e t:J.ro )=(-Z e' B) 
2n 4n m, 

[3.26] 

Accordmg to Ampere's law the induced cmrent I must induce a magnetic 

dtpole moment of magnitude 

Ze'B( ') J1 = r • 
6m, 

[3.27] 

where (r') ts the mean square distance of electrons from the nucleus of this 

atom 
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For a matenal with N simtlar atoms per unit volume the susceptibtltty is then 

X N Jlo J1 = N J10 Z e2 (r2 ) 

B 6m, 
[3 28] 

Thts is the classical result obtained by Langevin. It agrees wtth the result of 

quantum mechamcal calculations. The value of the suscepttbtlity ts always 

negattve. 

Paramagnetism 

As dtscu~sed above magnetic moments may occur m matenals when the energy 

levels are not completely filled with electrons. In a solid containmg N m.1gnettc 

atoms per mole the magnetic moment J1 1 for each atom IS given by equation 

[3.14] The lowest energy state of a paramagnet and in the absence of a magnetic 

fteld is assumed by randomly oriented moments. So on average the 

magnetisation of a paramagnet is zero tf no external field is applied. When a 

magnettc field is applied the energy of a dipole ts given by equation [3.16] and 

the magnetic field cau~es a preferential orientation of the dipole moments Thus 

wtth increasing external field the magnetisation mcreases. 

To dtscuss the param.Jgnettc behaviour m a solid the magnetic moment of an 

a%embly of atoms or even of a whole soltd has to be constdeted. For thts the 

Bnlloum function [3.20]ts found to charactense the magnetiC behaviour whtch 

is descnbed by equation [3 22]. In many cases paramagnetic matenals are 

observed and investigated under "weak conditions", that is the value of y c,m be 

assumed to be very small. 

y = g /ls {3 J Bo << I [3.29] 

Therefore, for small values of y a senes ex pans ton for coth [y] can be used and 

the Bnlloum function becomes, for y « I 
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F(J ) "' y (J +I). 
,y 31 [3.30] 

The mean total magnetic moment [3.22]ts then 

[3.31] 

The total magnetic moment, on the magnetisation per mole with N magnetic 

atoms m one mole and the molar susceptibility can be defined as 

[3.32] 

X =M"'"t =]_Ng2"2f3J(J+l)=]_N,2f3p2 
111(1/ B 3 t""B 3 rs eff • 

0 

[3.33] 

whete p,lf is the paramagnetic number of the Bohr magneton 1 

[3.34] 

Substituting f3 = (k8 Tt' yields 

N Jl~ P;" c111111 

X ..... t = 3k T = T 
8 

[3.35] 

This IS the Curie law wtth C,.,1 as the molar Cune constant. 

Therefore the paramagnetic number of the Bohr magneton p,lf can be obtained 

by magnettsatton measurements as 

2 - 3k8 
Pl!n - -N ., Cnwt 

118 
[3.36] 

1 Note that p,ff IS d1fferent to Jl,lf by the Bohr magneton J1 8 such as Jl,lf = p,lf J1 8 
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Ferromagnetism 

In the absence of an applied magnetic field a ferromagnet has a permanent 

magnetisation The ongin of this magnetisation lies in the parallel alignment of 

magnetic moments m domains wh1ch the ferromagnetic material is d1v1ded into. 

Theref01e, each domam IS spontaneously magnet1sed almost to saturation. 

Usually the domams are randomly onentated and thus the average magnetisation 

of the whole material is very small in comparison to the mtrmsic magnetisation 

Within the domams. 

An applied field changes the d1stnbution of magnet1sat1on domains in a manner 

so as to ahgn the domams with the field. This results in the familiar behaviour 

known as hysteresis in ferromagnets. 

Now the magnetisation can be derived in the same way as discussed for 

paramagnetiC matenals [3.22]. But m th1s case the mtnnsic magnet1sat10n has to 

be taken into cons1deration. If there are N magnetic atoms per molar umt the 

mtrinsic magnetisation is 

[3.37] 

Further, the superpos1tion of the applied field B0 and the internal field B,, 

created by the intrinsic magnetisation has also to be considered 

[3.38] 

where r,..,, a constant of proportionality called the molecular field coefficient. 

So the magnetisation IS g1ven by equation [3.22] after replacing the external f1eld 

B0 With B 

[3.39] 

where F(J, y 1,'"') is the Bnllouin function [3.20] w1th 
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[3.40] 

Now y1.,"' depends on the total magnetic moment and thus the term (fl Jt} 
appears on both s1des of equation [3.39]. If only the spontaneous magneusation 

I> considered, for which the apphed field is ze10, then the value for B0 in [3.40] 

disappears and y 1"'" becomes 

and so a second equallon can be derived for the total magnetic moment. 

where /3 = (k8 T t'. 

In f1gure 3.1.1 curves of both equallons [3.39] and [3.42] are shown. 
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Equat1on [3 42) 

2 3 

Yterro 

Ftgure 3.1 J· Gwphtcal sol ut toll of equattoll [ 3 39] and [3 42] for the total mean 

magnettc moment (Jl J1') as afunctton of Y;e!w for vmwus tempewrures 
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In figure 3.1 1t IS seen that forT < Tc the graphs have two intersections. The non

zero mtersect1on can be seen as a point for wh1ch the spontaneous magnetisation 

IS equal to the intrinsic magnetisation. This non-zero intersectiOn wtll change as 

a function of temperature. With increasmg temperature the graph of equation 

[3.39] will be unchanged, but the slope of the graph of equation [3.42] w1ll 

mcrease. At the transition temperature, the ferromagnetic Curie temperature Tc, 

the slope of graph Eq.[3.42] will exceed the imtial slope of the graph of 

Eq.[3.39] and the ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetiC. 

In figure 3.1 2 the calculated variation is shown of the reduced spontaneous 

magnetisation M/M0 against the reduced temperature Trr c. 
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F1gwe 3 I 2· Spontaneous magnettsatwll as afunc/IOI! oftemperarurefor J = 112 

At temperatures above the Curie temperature the ferromagnet shows 

paramagnetic behaviour. Agam 1t can be assumed that y 1"'" IS small and thus 
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( ) 
y1,,(1+1) 

FJ,yjf.'rm=== 3} • 

The mean total magnetic moment is then 

I ' ' ( ) -g·f.l"8 1 1 +I 80 
1 ) 3k8 \f.J. J t = _ __.::.:.:..!1 !....__' -, -----

T --g· f.J.8 1 (1 + l)y..,,, N 
3k8 

In th1s case the susceptibility IS given by 

I 
N/ 11 ) -Ng2 p~1(1+1) 
_.J._v-=-J~r.!.. _ -=3-=k.£.. _____ _ 

X mol 

[3.43] 

[3.47] 

T-8 ' c 
[3.48] 

where N JS the number of magnetic atoms, C..,,, the molar CUI ie constant and 

8c the paramagnetic Cune temperature 

[3.49] 

' ' JlB Ymut N p;rt 
3k8 

[3 50) 

EquatiOn [3.48] 1s the Cune-We1ss law. Agam the effective paramagnetic 

number of the Bohr magneton p,ff is obtained as 
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[3.5 I] 

and 

p,, = g ~ J (J+ I). [3.52] 

According to the above analysis (J c and the Curie temperature Tc are Identical. 

However, experiments show that e c is often larger than Tc. Howeve1, the 

difference 1s usually small. 

Antiferromagnetism 

Ant1ferromagnet1c order constitutes an ordered state for which some magnetic 

moments me aligned ant1parallel to one another. No net macroscopic magnetic 

moment occurs Above the transition temperature (Nee! temperature TN) the 

alignment of the magnetiC moments disappears and the antlferromagnetic 

material exhib1ts paramagnetic behaviOur 

The Simplest way to descnbe antifenomagnetism IS to div1de the whole ~olld 

into two sublatt1ces so that each sublattlces forms a ferromagnet in wh1ch the 

magnetic moments me aligned m the same direction. Both sublattices are 

orientated so that 1f the magnetic moments of one sublatt1ce pomt m one 

direction, those of the others sublattice pomt in the opposite direction 

Furthermore, the sublattices are ordered so that the moments of nearest 

neighbour atoms are antiparallel. The simple cub1c and body-centred-cub1c 

lattice are examples of lattices wh1ch satisfy this cond1t1on Hence two int1 insic 

magnetic fields may be taken mto consideration for both sublatt1ces concerned 

and so the magnetisation of an ant1ferromagnetic material can be derived. 

The intnns1c magnetisation of each sub lattice A and 8 can be written as 
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[3.53] 

for N magnetic atoms. Considering only the first nearest and second nearest 

neighbour interactions the internal magnetic fields are g1ven by 

[3.54] 

and 

[3 55] 

where the y' s are different field coefficients. 

In simple cubic and body-centred-cubic latt1ce type the sublatt1ces are equivalent 

and thus 

where 

[3.56] 

The mean magnetic moment for each sublattices can be calculated in the same 

way as before for ferromagnets. (see equation [3.39]) 

[3.57] 

with 

[3.58] 

and 

[3.59] 

I Note that here r IS equtvalent to Ymol 
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With 

[3 60] 

For a perfect anttferromagnet the number of magnetic atoms in lattice A is equal 

to the number of magnetic atoms in lattice B. Also the magmtude of the 

magnetisation is the same for both sublattices. Therefore It can be assumed that 

MmtA = -Mm1B 

and yA, y8 become 

YA = g Jls f3J(Bo +r M,.,A) 

Ys = g Jls fJJ (B0 - Y M,.,J 

[3.61] 

[3.62] 

[3.63] 

In the absence of an external magnetic field the value for B0 disappears. In 

figure 3.1.3 the reduced spontaneous magnetisations for both sublattices are 

shown respectively. 

In order to study the susceptibility in an external magnetic field the superpositiOn 

of the external field and both intrinsic fields has to be considered. 

B = B0 - y (M,.,A + M,., 8 ) [3.65] 
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Ftgure 3 I 3· Plot of the spontaneous magnettsatwn versus temperature of the 
sublamces A and B tn a stmple anttferromagnet 

Furthermore, it can be assumed that the magnetisation IS small and the 

approximation [3.30] can be used for the Bnllouin functiOn. So the total mean 

magnetic moment IS 

[3.66] 

[3.67] 
I l 

l+-g 2 Jl~ f3 J (1 + l)y-N 
3 2 

_1_g2Jl~l(J+l)Bo _l_g2Jlil(J+I)Bo 
--~3~k~·----------~--=~3~k~·-----------
T+-1-g2Jl~l(J+I)y.!N T-(}N 

3k. 2 
[3.68] 
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The susceptibility is then given by 

With 

' 2 N 118 P,lf 
3kg 

and 

2 N 2 I Jls Y P,tr 
2 3kg 

I ' ' ( ) -Ng-/181 1+1 
3kB = C,lllf 

r-e ' N 

[3 69] 

[3.70] 

[3 71] 

A paramagnetic behaviour described by the Cune-Weiss law is found for an 

antiferromagnet above the transition temperature TN. However, a negative value 

IS obtained for the temperature eN. Thus the Nee! temperature TN and eN have 

opposite signs and the relationship between them depends on the structme of the 

sublatt1ces 

Below the transition temperature TN the susceptibility has to be discussed for 

two different situations dependmg on whether the field IS applied parallel or 

perpendicular to the onentat1on of the magnetiC moments 

If the field B0 is applied perpendicular to the moments then the moments are 

slightly deflected out of the intrinsic field directions by an angle rp and a torque 

B0 cos rp acts on one sublattice. As this deflection anses in both sub lattices, the 

mtnnsic field of the second sub lattice B.,, A also exerts a torque of y,M,,A sin 2rp 

on the first lattice. In equihblium both of the exe11ed torques are equal. 

B0 cos rp = y, M,,A sm 2rp [3.72] 
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As already descnbed the deflection angle <p is small and the small angle 

approximations may be used so that cos <p = I and sin <p = <p. With these 

equation [3. 72] becomes 

[3.73] 

Assuming that M,., = M,.,A + M, 018 = 2 M,"'A the perpendicular susceptibility is 

given by 

X -M'"' ifJ 
.L-

Bo 
__ M_,,,_m...:.ifJ_ =

r, M'"' A 2<p r, [3.74] 

where M,., <p IS the induced magnetisation in the direction of the applied tield 

The perpendicular susceptibility is temperature independent (as long as the 

coefficient y1 does not depend on temperature) and so up to the transition 

temperature TN has an almost constant contributiOn. 

If the field is applied parallel to the direction of the magnet1c moment~ the 

intrinsic magnetisat1ons M'"' A' M,"' 8 will be different in each sublattice, because 

the magnetic moments wh1ch are aligned parallel to the field will be less affected 

than the moments which are antiparallel. In calculatmg the parallel susceptibility 

fl.M mt A + /lM mt 8 
Xu= 

Bo 
[3.75] 

the change m each magnetisation !!.M'"' A' D.M'", 8 has to be known when the f1eld 

'' mcreased from zero to value B0 • 

To obtam these changes It IS convenient to use the same derivation for both 

magnetisations M,mA and M,, 8 as discussed above (equation [3.53]) Assuming 

that the field IS parallel to M'"'A and anuparallel to M,018 , M'"" and M,, 11 are 

obtamed as 
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[3.76] 

With 

[3.77] 

and 

[3 78] 

With 

Y8 = g f.!8 f3 1 (y Mmt8- Bo)· [3.79] 

From equation [3.77] and [3 79]linear functions in yA and y8 can be obtamed 

Mini A 

MtniB 
k T B 8 y8+-0 =mTy8+b, 

gJJ8Jr r 

where m _..::k!!..B_ and b = Bo . 
g f.!8 J r r 

In zero magnetic field both equations become 

- ..:k:J8!...:T:....__ 
YA8 =mTyA8' 

gJJ8Jr 

[3.80] 

[3.81] 

[3.82] 

which IS qualitatively the same equation as obtamed for a ferromagnet (equation 

[3 42]). Therefore, the change in each magnetisation may be obtained by the 

change m the values of the intersection points from equations [3 80] and [3.82] 

With equation [3 76] for tllf'"'A and from the equatiOns [3.81] and [3 82] With 

equation [3.78] for tllf'"' 8 • Figure 3.1 4 shows a sketch of these equations. 
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It can be seen that the changes m the magnetisation are gtven by the product of 

± g J1 8 {3 J 80 with the gradtents of equation [3.76] or [3.78], respectively, at the 

mtersectton pomt if the applied field has a constant value. 

Furthermore, both values for t>ftf.,,. and t>ft1,"' 8 are the same as long as the 

intrinstc magnetic fields have the same magmtude in zero field. Thus, the 

suscepttbthty ts approximately proportiOnal to the gradient of the plot of the 

Bnlloum function agamst YA 8 evaluated for zero apphed field. The parallel 

~uscepttbthty ts zero at zew temperature and has the same value a~ the 

perpendtcular suscepttbthty at the transttion temperature TN. For a randomly 

onented polycrystalline anttferromagnet the parallel suscepttbthty increases with 

mcreasmg temperature according to the gradtent of the Bnlloum function m a 

way such that the overall susceptibthty IS always 
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2 I 
Xlmtiferm =-x.l +-Xu· 

3 3 
[3.83] 

In figure 3.1 5 the susceptibility below and above the t1ansition temperature is 

shown. 
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Ftgure 3 1 5· Calculated magnettc suscepttbtllfles as ajunctto11 oftempewture of a 

smrple amifenomagnet The parallel Xn• pe1pendu:u/GJ X.L and the powder 

averaged susceptrbrltty Xmmferm are shown 

Arrott plots 

The analysiS of magnetiC properties is a field in wh1ch Landau theory has proved 

particularly useful It IS the notion of an order parameter and the fact that the 

symmetry of the system can be treated exactly that makes th1s approach 

particularly attractive [9]. The basis of Arrott plots is a Landau descnpt1on of the 

magnetisation using an expansiOn of the free energy m powers of the magnetic 

order parameter, the ferromagnet1c moment for a ferromagnet and the staggered 

magnetisation for an antiferromagnet. The magnetic behaviour may be descnbed 
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using a small number of possible temperature dependent coefficients. In order to 

obtam the free energy expansion the partition function Zo for a magnetic system 

has to be considered. The pmtit1on function IS 

J 

Z0 = L:exp[-/3 e(m)l [3.84] 
m=-J 

with the energy eigenvalues 

[3 85] 

where B IS the superpos1t10n of the external and mternal magnetic fields 

[3.86] 

The know ledge of the partition function suffices for the mode lhng of the 

thermodynamic behaviour of the system of non-mteracting magnetic moments m 

an effective field which contams the interaction between the magnetic moments. 

In the h1gh temperature limit, j3 e (m) «I , the partition function can be 

expanded into a powers series m f3 and It takes the form 

(21 + 1) 
4 4 

+ /3 4 1 (1 + 1)(21 -1)(31 2 +31 -l)g fla 8 4 + ... 
360 

From this expansion an approximate form of the free energy IS obtained by 

[3 87] 

[3 88] 

from which in turn the average magnetic moment per magnetic atom IS 

calculated usmg 

M= I aF0 (M) =-l_oZ0 

N oB f3Z0 oB 
[3.89] 
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Thus, 

[3.90] 

The free energy as a function of the order parameter M and normalised to one 

magnetic atom IS given by 

[3.91] 

Here A and C are expansion coefficients. All contnbutlons whtch do not depend 

on the magnetisation are contained m the term F0' which wtll be omitted from 

all further formulae. 

The magnetic moment obtained by minimisation of the ftee energy expanston 

wtth respect to M 

0= ()Fo =AM +CM'-B. 
()M 

[3.92] 

For small magnetic fields B the magnettsatton increases Imearly wtth increasing 

fteld. The coefficient A IS assumed to be temperature dependent accot dmg to 

A=_!_=3 k.T 
X J(J+I)" 

[3.93] 

The coefficient C is taken to be temperature mdependent. It IS related to the th1rd 

order suscept1bthty. 

Equation [3.92] can be written in the form 

2 I B A I B0 A' 
M =----=----

CM C CM C 
[3.94] 
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where A' is the coefficient which appropnate for an interacting system. 

A' =3 ks (T-0 ) 
l(l+l) c 

[3.95] 

and (J c is the paramagnetic Curie temperature. 

The equation [3 94] resembles the equation of a straight lme. Plotting the 

magnetisation for a given temperature as a function of field and using umts of 

the ratio of applied field divided by the observed magnetisation on the x-axis and 

the square of the magnetisation on the y-axis Will yields strmght lines with _!_ as 
c 

the slope and -A • as the intersection point with the M 2 axis. The intersection c 
pomt with the x-axis is given by the coefficient A' and is directly related to the 

inverse susceptibility m zero field (see equation [3 93] ) As discussed above the 

coefficient A' is proportional to the temperature and C is temperature 

mdependent. As temperature is varied the lines of the Arrott plots are displaced 

parallel to each other. The temperature of the isotherm which mtersects the 

origm of the Arrott plot IS the ferromagnetic transition temperature Tc=Oc. For 

temperatures which are smaller than Tc the straight lines cut the M2 axis at 

positive values and give the value of the spontaneous magnetisation in the 

absence of a magnetic field. Thus Arrott plots are a more physically transparent 

and useful tool for the analysis and description of magnetic matenals. 

Temperature shift of an antiferromagnetic phase transition 

In the subsection "Arrott plots" the Landau description of the magnetisatiOn IS 

discussed using an expansion of the free energy F m powers of the magnetic 

order parameter M. Consider the same expansion of the free energy with two 

magnetic order parameters M and L where M is the ferromagnetic and L the 

antiferromagnetic order parameter. The free energy can then formulated as 
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[3.96] 

where the coefficients a and b are temperature dependent and c and d are 

taken to be mdependent of temperature. 

The model ts designed to descnbe the mfluence of an external magnetic field on 

an anttferromagnetic phase transition. The minimisation of the free energy wtth 

respect to both order parameters ytelds 

fJF ' 0=-=aM +d·L·M -B 
fJM 

[3 97] 

di" ' ' 0=-=bL+c L- +d·LM-
(JL 

[3.98] 

Therefore M can expressed by 

I 
M= ,B=xB. 

a+d ·L· 
[3 99] 

In the paramagnetic regton the anttferromagnettc order parameter L is zero 

resultmg in 

M=B 
a 

The tempet.lture dependence of the coefficient a IS taken as 

a 
T -e,, 

c 

[3.100] 

[3.101] 

Accordmg to equation [3 99] the resulting susceptibtltty has a Cune-Wetss 

behavtour. 

M C 
X =B T-(JN' 

[3.1 02] 

where (J N ts the paramagnetic Curie temperature and C the Curie constant. 
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Below the antiferromagnetic transit1on the magnetic behav1our is altered due to a 

non-zero ant1ferromagnet1c order parameter L. Thus the inverse susceptibility 

mcreases below the phase transitiOn according to 

_!_ = ~ = T- () P +d. L2. 
X M C 

[3.103] 

Mmim1sat1on of the free energy with respect to L (equation [3.98]) yields the 

following equation for L 

0=L(b+d·M 2 )+cL' [3.104] 

and thus three solutions are obtamed 

L=O [3 105] 

or 

L2 = (b+d·M 2
) 

[3 106] 
c 

In the absence of a field the ferromagnetic component M for an antlferromagnet 

IS zero. Below the ant1ferromagnetic phase trans!tlon the order parameter L takes 

the value 

L2 = _!'_ [3.107] 
c 

This equat1on has only a phys1cal solutiOn 1f b IS negative. The temperature 

dependent coefficient b can be taken as 

b= T-TN 
f3 ' [3.108] 

where f3 IS a temperature independent constant, and thus 
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[3.1 09] 

T N is the antiferromagnetic transition temperature, the Neel temperature. Above 

the Nee! temperature the term on the right hand side in [3.109] IS negative and 

the solution which minimises the free energy IS equation [3.105] L = 0 is. For 

temperatures below TN equation [3.106] yields a non-zero L-value. 

[3.11 0] 
c 

For a non-zero external magnetic field the field dependent transition temperature 

fN = TN (B) IS determined by 

[3 Ill] 
c 

and 

[3.112] 

The constants f3 and d are positive numbe1s and thus the antiferromagnetic 

tranSitiOn IS expected to be shifted to lower temperatures If an external magnetic 

field is applied As M- B the shift in the transition temperature is a lmear 

function of the square of the applied field. 
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3.2 Description of Magnetisation Measurements 
Apparatus 

The Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) 

A Superconducting Quantum Interface Dev1ce, SQUID for sho1 t, was used to 

measure the magnetic prope1ties of the rare earth-sliver alloys Th1s dev1ce ~~ 

widely accepted as the most accurate method of measuring magnetic moments. 

The resolution of 10'8 e.m u (10-11 JT1) allows accurate measurements of 

samples with small magnetic moments. Th1s highly sensitive method was 

sufficient to investigate the magnetic properties of the rare-emth samples. Even 

for the La14Ag" sample, the non-magnetic reference compound, this method was 

very useful 

The SQUID is a sophisticated analytical instrument configured specifically for 

the investigation of the magnetic properties of small expenmental samples over a 

broad range of temperatures and magnetic f1elds. The magnetometer consists of a 

superconducting solenoid, a SQUID detector system, a sample trJn~port 

mechamsm, a liquid hehum dewar, a temperature control module and an 

electromc control con~ole wh1ch IS connected to a HP computer with installed 

Control System softwme [10]. The supe1conducting solenoid includes a 

supe1conducting magnet, which consists of a multifllament supe1conductmg 

w1re. Th1s magnet prov1des a revei'Sible field operation to plus or minus 5 5 Tesla 

using an oscillatory techmque to minim1se magnet dnft 1mmedmtely following 

f1eld changes. Together with the temperature control system the whole dev1ce 

provides an actively regulated, precision thermal envuonment over a temperature 

range of I 7K to 400K 

Sensmg p1ck-up loops, also consistmg of a superconductmg wire, are mounted in 

the solenotd and connected to a signal coil in the SQUID detector system below 

the solenoid Ft11thermore, the detector system contains RF bms, which is 

connected to the amphfier and the SQUID t ing between the s1gnal COil and the 
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RF btas. Thts SQUID ring ts a superconducting wtre wtth a small insulJ.tmg 

layer, the "weak hnk". The flux induced in the stgnal coil and passmg through 

the rmg is quanttsed once the ring has gone superconducting but the "weak lmk" 

forces the flux trapped m the ring to change only by discrete amounts. Quantised 

changes m flux occur as a result of tunnelling by electrons through a Josephson 

JUnctton m the SQUID nng. These quantised changes are used by the instrument 

to calculate the magnetic moment of the sample. In tigure 3.2.1 a schematiC v1ew 

ts shown of the SQUID. 

'll\111lll
IJI.'fl'r.II"T" 
lli.'ll,,. .. 
l11rJy 

F1gwe 3 2 I. Schemaflc VIew of the SQUID 

~hk .. IIIU 

For measurements of the magnetic moment the sample was placed below the 

detection loops with the transport set at its lower hmtt of travel The sample was 

then rat~ed through the sensing loops whtle measuring the output of the SQIUD 

detector. The moment was then measured by 1 epeatedly moving the sample 

upwards in small steps and readmg the voltage f10m the SQUID detector at each 

posttton. The SQUID voltage for these measurements was read as a number of 

64 pomts over a scale of 6cm and wtth I 00 readmgs at each sample position. 

This p10cedure was performed three times. The final average voltage data t> 

plotted as a function of the sample position as shown in ftgure 3.2.2 and ts 

referred to as a scan 
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3.3 Experimental Results 

Experimental work 

A small piece of the rare-emth compound (see table 3 3.1) was placed ms1de a 

plastic capsule With a very small amount of grease and cotton wool. This capsule 

was placed in a plastic tube and connected to the sample transp01t mechanism 

All samples were cooled down to 5 Kin zero field. 

Sample We1ght Relat1 ve atom1c mass Numher ot mole 
[ 01 [~/mol] [mol] 

La,4Ags1 0 4399 ± 0 0001 7445 945 (5 908 ± 0 001) 10"' 

Gdt.~Ag~, 00127±00001 7702 87 (165±001) 10"" 

Tb 1 .~Ag.:; 1 0 0229 ±0 0001 7726 32 (296±001) 10"" 

Dyi.~Ag'i, 0 0253 ±0 0001 7776 37 (325±001) 10~ 

Ho1o~Ag5 , 0 0247 ±00001 7810 39 (3 16±001) 10~ 

Er1"Ag"' 00213±00001 7843 01 (2 72±001) 10"" 

Table 3 3 I Wetght, re/at1ve arom1c mass and number of mole of samples used 

The magnetisation measurements for the polycrystallme samples were carried 

out m two different ways. First of all the magnetisation was measmed as a 

function of temperature in vanous constant exte1 n~l magnetiC tields. Secondly 

the magnetisation was measured as a funct1on of applied field at constant 

temperature. From the latter measurements Arrott Plots were created for d1fferent 

temperatures. The MPMS-SQUID system created a data file including 

temperature in Kelvin, applied fields in gauss, magnetic moment m e mu. and 

magnetic susceptibility m e. m u./gauss. This data was conve1ted into SI-umts 

and normalised to the molar weight of one umt cell for each alloy. 
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Magnetic measurements m various constant apphed magnetic fields (0.0 I, 0 05, 

0 09, 0 25, 0 5, 0.75, I, 2, 3, 4 and 5.5 Tesla) have been earned out over the 

temperature range from I 8 to 300 K. The results are shown m figures 3.3.1 

3.3.4 
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Temperature [ K] 

Ftgure 3 3 4 Molar magnellsation as afimctwn of temperatw eat a pp/zed mag11ellc 
fields of/, 2, 3, 4 and 55 Teslafor Gd14Ags1 

These measurements reveal that Gd1.Ag11 orders ant1ferromagnetically The 

f1gures clearly identify two phase trans1t1ons at 13 and 36 Kelvm m low applied 

f1elds. The first transition at 13 Kelvin disappears above an applied f1eld of 

I Tesla and only the phase trans1t1on at 36 Kelvm remains. Also at 

approximately I Tesla the value of the measured magnetisation at zero 

temperature exceeds the value of the magnetisation at the phase transition In 

general the magnetisation mcreases With mcreasing magnetic tield. However the 

magnetisation With m the temperature interval of zero temperature to the second 

phase transitiOn mcreases faster than the measUied magnetisation above 36 

Kelvin. In low applied fields (0 0 I - 0. I Tesla) the value of the zero temper ..tture 

magnetisation IS of the order of 2/3 of the maximum of the magnetisation as a 

function of temperature. This IS expected for a simple model of an 

antiferromagnet as gives m section 3 I, equation [3 83] F01 h1gher magnetic 

f1elds the ratio of 2/3 IS not obtained Further, the shape of the second phase 

transition changes and smoothes out with increasing field. This behaviour d1ffers 

from the behaviOur predicted for a Simple anllferromagnet. 
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A further observation can be drawn from the figures. Changmg the applted 

magnetic field both transition points are shifted in temperature. In tigure 3.3.5 

the transttion temperatures are shown as a functton of magnetic field 
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Fteld [ T] 

F1gure 3 3 5 Transawn temperatures as afunctwn ofmagneflcjie/dfor Gd14Ag51 TN 
1s the Nee/ temperatwe at -36 Kelvmlll the absence of afield, T1 1s the tempewture 
of the first translflon at around 14 Kelv111jor B = 0 

From figure 3.3.5 it can be seen that the transit ton temperature T N decteases with 

increasmg field. The shtft of the temperature T 1 wtth applted field is tirst of all 

upwards and then at htgher values of B downwards. A more detailed analysts 

reveals ( ~ee figure 3.3 6) that the direction of the temperature shift ofT 1 changes 

at a field of approximately 0 09 Tesla Also the field dependence ofT N changes 

slope at a field of -0.09 Tesla. 
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Ftgure 3 3 6 Transtttoll tempetatures as a fimwon of magneTic field for Gd14Ag 11 at 
low fields The temperature axts of tlus plot ts in a1 bttrary w11ts 

On symmetry ground~ it 1s expected that the shtft m the temperature of the 

antiferromagnet1c phase transition is a funct1on of the sqmue of the applied 

magnetic field (see equation [3.112]). However, a linear dependence as a 

function of B2 was not obtamed. Assummg the dependence of the shift 111 the 

transition temperature T,m"' as 

T,,.,, (B)= T0 -a BP, [3.113] 

whe1 e 7;, IS the transition temperature in the absence of an applied f1eld and a . 

f3 me constants, a plot of ln(T0 -T,m,.,) ve1su~ In( B) is expected to result m a 

straight line. The slope of these plots yields the exponent f3 and the mte1 section 

With the ln(T0 -T,,.,,) axis yields the value for In( a) The value for To has been 

obtamed by extrapolatmg the temperature sh1tt of the transition temperature to 

zero-field. In figUie 3.3.7 the plots are shown of the transition temperatures TN 

and T 1. Only data pomts above 0 09 Tesla are considered for these two plots, 

because at this field the temperature shift changes and has a bend Thus a 
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dependence of the transition temperatures as reported in equation [3.1 13] is only 

reasonable for fields higher than 0.09 Tesla. 
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F1gure 3 3 7 The temperature shift ofTN and T1 plotted m a graph of 1n(T0 - T,.,.,, ) 
versus In( B) for GduAgs, 

In figure 3.3.7 the plots ofTN and T 1 show acceptable straight lines. The values 

for f3, a and To have been obtained as 

a = 0.33 ± 0.02 To= 36.6 ± 0.1 

T I : f3 = 2.2 ± 0.2 a=7±1 To=l3.7±01 

The value for the exponent f3 of T N is sigmficantly dtfferent from 2 and the 

temperature shift in T N is not a function of B2
• An exponent of 2 ts found for T 1• 

This result IS not expected, as the linear behaviOur in B2 was denved usmg only 

one antiferromagnetic and a field induced ferromagnettc phase. In order to 

account for this unusual result It is argued here that the expression for the free 

energy F (equation [3.96]) may have to be modified by the mclusion of a term 

LoM. 
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F a2b2c4d22 =-M +-L +-L +-L M +eLoM-BM 
2 2 4 2 

[3.114] 

Such a term arises only tf severe symmetry restncttons are satrsfied. Unlike the 

contributron d L2 M 2 (whrch always occurs) the term LoM is only possrble for 
2 

some cases. For the REr4Ag; 1 compounds such a term is possrble and the 

solutrons of the minimisatron process acqurre a more complicated form The 

drscussron of these symmetries and the free energy would exceed the framework 

of this thesrs. However, it may be argued that because of M =X B the order 

parameter M m the term LoM is lmearly coupled to the external freld, and 

therefore an interactron term anses for whrch the order p.u ameter L is 

pr oportronal to the B field. Thus the antrferromagnetlc component L and the shtft 

m the transrtion temperature may acquire a contnbutlon wrth a linear dependence 

on the field B. 

Wrth the values of [3 and a a phase dragram can be obtained for both transrtron 

temperatures. These diagrams are plotted 111 frgure 3.3.8 and 3 3 9. Furthermore, 

usmg the parameter [3 and a the mtersection pomt wrth the B axis 111 the phase 

dragram has been denved. At zero temperature the transrtrons should occur for 

applied fields of ( 46 ± 5) Tesla forT N and ( 1.3 ± 0 2) Tesla forT 1 
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For tempe1atures above the second transition pomt of -36 Kelvm the 

magnetisation versus temperature is in excellent ag1eement w1th the Cune We1ss 

law as shown in f1gure 3.3. 10 . 
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F1gure 3 3 10 Inverse molar susceptlbdar as a functtoll of tempewture of Gg 14Ag51 

Thzs graph ts ob tamed from a data set where the magnettsatwn was measm ed as a 
fwrctlon of temperature m afield ofO 09 Tesla 

Extrapolatmg the hnear sect1on above 36 Kelvm to 1ts intersection pomt with the 

temperature axis y1elds a negative value for ()N. A more detmled mvest1gat1on of 

the paramagnetic phase will be discussed later w1th the help of Arrott plots 

The magnetisation of the Gd 14Ag51 was measured for vanous temperatures 

Some of the graphs are shown in figure 3.3.11. All the graphs md1cate a lmem 

dependence of the magnetisatiOn on the apphed magnetic f1eld 
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Arrott plots are more useful for investigatmg magnetic propeJtJes Using the data 

of the magnetisation measurements AI rott plots have been WOI ked out for 

vanous isothermal measurements and the results me shown in tigures 3 3 12 and 

3 3.13. 
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In figures 3.3.12 and 3.313 straight !me sections can be clearly seen. For small 

values of the magnetisation the Arrott plots exhibit unusual curves which may be 

attributed to a small amount of an additional phase. 

At temperatures above the transition temperature all A1 rott plots show the same 

lmear behaviour. Linear lines have been fitted to these Arrott plots. The 

intersecllons with the x-ax1s (B/M-axis) y1eld values of the inverse susceptibility 

extrapolated to zero magnetic field. In figure 3 3.14 the mverse susceptibility is 

shown as a function of temperatUie . 
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In figure 3.3.14 the data points lie on a straight lme. However, compared to 

figure 3.3.10 he1e the values of the mverse susceptibility are obtamed for zero 

field. An analysis of this plot has been carried out using a lmear regre%Ion and a 

value for the molar Cune constant C,..,1 and the inte1 secllon With the temper.llure 

axis was obtamed. Further calcu lallon yielded a value for the paramagnetic 

number of the Bohr magneton p,ff of 8.1 ± 0.1 and a paramagnetic Curie 
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temperature eN of eN = (-7 ±I) K. The theoretical value for Peff (obtamed by 

equation [3.34] usmg g = 2 and J = S = 7/2 for Gadolinium) is p,g = 7.94 

Experimental and theoretical values of P,tt are consistent. 

Foi the Tbi 4Ag5 I sample magnetisation measurement~ have been carried out as a 

function of temperature over a Iange of 1.8 to 300 K. The cuives obtamed are 

shown in figures 3.3.15 to 3.3.19. 
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All ftgures indicate an antiferromagnetically ordered phase with a transition at 

T N = 27 K. Low field measurements qualitatively show the typical 

antiferromagnetic behavtour of a polycrystalline sample, as sketched in figure 

3.1.5 in section 3.1. However the magnetisation at "zero temperature" is not 

equal to of 2/3 of the maxtmal magnetisation at the phase transition (see equation 

[3.83]). The value obtained ts approximately 113 of the magnetisation at T N and 

becomes larger with mcreasing fields. Above fields of 4 Tesla a second phase 

transition occurs at low temperatures. The temperature T 1 of this transttion 

decreases strongly with mcreasing field from 23 to 15 Kelvin. By increasing the 

field from 0 005 to 5 5 Tesla the temperature T N shifts from 28 down to 24 

Kelvin. Both temperature shifts are shown in figure 3.3.20. 
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F1gure 3.3 20· Phase dwgramfor the maxunum temperatures ofTN and T1 as a 
functwn of applied magnetic field for Tb14Ag51. The lmes are obtamed by a lmear fit of 
ln(T0-T) versus In( B) and extrapolated to the1r mtersectwns with the field axis The 
errors are represented by the s1ze of the data pomts 

At high fields both transtttons are separated and the transition temperatures shtft 

downwards with increasing field. At approximately 3 Tesla both transitions are 

merged together and only one transition remains. Below 3 Tesla the shape of the 
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transition is rather sharp. At 3 Tesla itself the shape becomes more smooth and at 

4 Tesla both transitions are separated. In order to obtain the field dependence of 

each transition temperature ln(T0 - T) was plotted agamst ln(B), where To is the 

phase transition temperature in the absence of a field. The plots are shown in 

figure 3.3.21. 
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Figure 3 3 21 ·Temperature shtft ofTN and T1 plotted 111 a graph of ln(T0 - T,,.,, ) 
versus ln(B) for TbuAg51 

In figure 3.3.21 a linear behaviour for T N and T 1 above 3 Tesla can be seen. 

Below the intersection ofT N with T 1 the data obtained does not exactly he on a 

straight line. A linear fit on the obtained line above 3 Tesla was earned out and 

f1t parameters f3 and a have been determined. (see equatton [3.113]). 

a=O 100±0002 T0 =27.1 ±0.4 

a= 0.070 ± 0.007 To= 28.5 ±0.2 

ForT N a f3 value close to 2 is obtamed. This result reveals that for the Tb14Ags1 

compound the Nee! temperature ts a function of B2
• This is m excellent 
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agreement w1th theory as predicted by equation [3.112] m sect1on 3.1. The field 

mduced shift of the transition temperature T1 has a B3 behaviour. Below 3 Tesla 

the trans1tion temperature decreases approximately linearly With field. Using the 

parameter f3 and a a phase diagram has been constructed and it is shown m 

f1gure 3.3.20 Fmally for both transitions the cnt1cal fields at zero temper.Jture 

were determined as 17.5 ± 0 4 forthe TN and 7.0 ± 0.1 for T 1. 

Above TN Tb14Ag;1 shows paramagnetic behaviour and the mJgnetis.Jtlon 

dec1 eases With mcreasing applied field. In order to analyse the paramagnetic 

phase magnetisation measurements have been earned out as a funct1on of applied 

f1eld and at vanous temperatUies m a range of I 8 K to 300 K Arrott plots have 

been constructed. In figures 3.3.22 and 3.3.23 some measUI ement~ of 

magnet1sat1on against field are shown 
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Above 15 Kelvin the isotherms are smooth curves and at higher temperatures the 

graphs become strarght hnes. Below 15 Kelvin the graphs have a step structure. 

In figure 3 2.24 the measurement at 1.8 Kelvm IS plotted to show thrs "step

behaviour" more clearly. At zero field the magnet1satron is zero, as expected for 

an anllferromagnet. The magnetiSation mcreases linearly with field up to fields 

of approximately 2 Tesla. Then the magnetrsation increases more raprdly and 

above 2.4 Tesla 1t reaches another linear reg1me Above 4 6 Tesla the 

magnetisation mcreases more rap1dly mdicatrng the onset of another step at 

5.5 Tesla. At 3 5 Kelvm a magnetiSation measurement wa<; earned out for whrch 

the magnet re field was increased from -55 to 5.5 Tesla and thereafter .rg.rin 

decreased to -5.5 Tesla. The magnetisation IS plotted m figure 3 3.25. 
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As pointed out above from figure 3.3.25 1t can be seen that small hysteresis loops 

appear at the transition between the linear levels and that the same step 

behaviour occurs at nega!lve magnetic fields. Therefore, 1t can be inferred that 

With increasmg magnetic field Tb14Ag51 SWitches between different 

an!lferromagnetic phases. The various phases differ by a sh1ft in the linear levels 

of the magnetisation as obtained by extrapolating the linear part back to the 

y-axis. 

In order to identify the microscopic origin of th1s behaviour neutron scattering 

experiments will be required. At present these are not avmlable It therefore only 

remams to point out that an increase m the external magnetic field stab11ises 

different magnetic structures at low temperatures. 

From the magnetisation measurements it can be seen that in the absence of a 

f1eld the magnetisation is zero. That indicates antiferromanetically ordered 

magnetiC moment. After the first field induced phase transition the magnetisatiOn 

has a linear field dependence, which can be extrapolated to an mtersection with 

the magnetisation axis as plotted in figure 3.3.24. This mtersection point yields a 

moment of approximately 40 Jffmol. One unit cell of the rare earth compounds 

contains 14 rare earth atoms, all of which have a magnetic moment. If some of 

these moments were to be fully align by an external field the total magnetic 

moment per aligned rare-earth atom of one unit cell IS then given by g J f.1 8 NA, 

where g is the Lande factor, J the total angular momentum, f..Ls the Bohr 

magneton, and NA Avogadro's constant. For Terbium the molar magnetic 

moment is 50.26 Jffmol. Considermg that other influences may reduce the Size 

of the magnetic moment (for example crystal field effects) the experimentally 

observed value of 40 Jffmol is m fair agreement with the theoretical value of 

one aligned moment per unit cell. Thus 1t may be argued that the first field 

induced phase corresponds to an antiferromagnet1c state where one magnetic 

moment (Tb-atom) IS fully ahgn by the applied field. From figure 3.3.22 it can 

be mferred that the phase transitions have only a weak temperature dependence 

and disappear above 10 Kelvin. The disappearance may be attributed to the fact 

that the energy difference !!J.M B between the magnetic states is of the same 
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Above the Nee! temperature the ISOtherms are smooth graphs and nearly linear. 

Below 27 K the Arrott plots show a more vaned behaviour. 
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As dtscussed in connection with the analysis of Gd 14Ag~ 1 • Arrott plots are used 

to obtatn values for the magnetic susceptibility by fttttng hnear hnes to the 

tsotherms. The temperature dependence of the m verse susceptibility is plotted in 

ftgure 3.3 29 . 
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Ftgure 3 3 29 In vet se suscepttbtltty as afunctwn oftemperatwefot Tb14Ag51 
obtamed by usmg Arrott plots The size of the data pomts mdtcates the eJ ror bar 

The data tn figure 3.3.29 ts in good agreement wtth the model of a Curie-Weiss 

law. A ltnear fit, indicated by a stratght line, yields a Cune constant C.,.,, [3.69] 

and a paramagnetic Cune temperature (J N [3 71] Usmg equatton [3. 70] the 

effective paramagnetic Bohr magneton number p,, can be calculated from C.,.,, 

For Tb 14Ag~ 1 a value of 9 9 ± 0.3 for p,lf and (1.2 ± I) K for (JN is obtained 

The theorettcal value for p,lf ts 9.7. Both values agree to wtthin the error bar. 

However the expenmental value ts found to be slightly larger (0.02) than the 

theoretical one. This is similar to the Gd14Ags 1 alloy. The value for the 

paramagnetiC Cune temperature (JN ts obtamed as a small postttve number. 
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A small piece of Dy1.Ag" has been measured using the SQUID magnetometer 

The magnetisation as a functton of temperature is plotted in the figures 3.3 30-

3 3 33 for various strengths of the applied magnetic field The measurements 

have been earned out withm a temperature range of 1.8 to 300 K and for fields 

between 0 and 5.5 Tesla To enable the regions of interest to be seen more 

clearly at low temperatures the data in figure 3 3 32 and 3 3 33 me shown only in 

the range of 1.8 to I 00 K 
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For low applied fields one clearly observes an anuferromagnetic phase transition 

at -17 K. In a field of 0 05 Tesla the magnetisation increases with increasmg 

temperature stmtmg at a value of -2.2 Jffmol to a maximum with a value of 

-57 Jffmol at the phase transition. At -7.5 Kelvm a small bump appeats in the 

magnetisation. However, this bump can not be Identified as a transition pomt. At 

I Tesla the magnetisation first decreases to a mmtmum at -7 K and then rises to 

a maximum located at the phase transition temperature of -16.7 K In the 2 Tesla 

measurement the low temperature magnetisation generally mcreases With 

increasing temperature up to the (shifted) an!Iferromagnetic phase transition 

Above 2 Tesla the plots of the magnetisation show the same contmual incre.tsing 

behaviour as repotted for the measurement at I Tesla 

Up to 4 Tesla the phase transtllons takes the form of a sharp peak Thts peak 

becomes broader at 4 Tesla and a second phase transition reveals Itself above 

4 Tesla. At higher fields the shape of the transitions become vet y broad 

However, the transitions are still dtscermble. As for Gd 14Ag51 and Tb 14Ag" the 

transition temperatures T 1 and TN shift with mcreasmg field. The shift In the 
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transition temperatures as a function of field is shown m tigure 3.3.35. In this 

figure a merger of the transition temperature T 1 and T N can be seen at 4 Tesla. 

In order to mvestigate the power law dependence of the temperature shift on the 

applied field a loganthmic plot is shown in figure 3.3.34 of ln(T0 - T) versus 

ln(B) 
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Figure 3.3 34 Loganthnuc plot of characrenstiC rempe~arwes to D1 1,Ag;, 

Similar to Tb1~Ag;1 three different graphs are obtained. The data points, 

belongmg to T1 lie on a strmght lme, as do the data pomts (above 4 Tesla) 

belongmg to the temperature T N· The data pomts (T N) below 4 Tesla fwm a 

curve, which is close to a lme. The various plots at figure 3.3 34 were titted 

usmg ln(T0 - T)= ln(a )+ .B ln(B) resultmg m 

a=0.129±0003 T0 =148±0.4 

T1 /3 = 1.99 ± 0 07 a = 0 83 ± 0 04 T 0 = 25 0 ± 0. 7 

Thus TN and T 1 the field dependence is obtained by T = T0 -a 8 2 which IS in 

pe1 feet agreement With theory. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the phase diagram the mtersect1on of the phase transition with the magnetic 

field ax1s determines the value of magnetic field for which the magnetic phase 

transition is suppressed at zero temperature. At zero temperature the transitiOn at 

T1 occurs for a field of (5.56 ± 0 04) Tesla, while the transition at TN i:, 

extrapolated to occur at a field of (I 0.9 ± 0.2) Tesla. 
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Ftgure 3 3 35· Temperature shiftofTN and T1 as afunctwn offieldfot Tb 14Ag5, 

The magnetisation measurements as a function of magnetic field are shown m 

figure 3.3.36 and 3.3.37 for various temperatures rangmg from 1.8 to 300 K. 
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For the magnetisation measurements at 1.8 and 5 Kelvm a step structure is 

obtamed as a function of increasing field. A hysteresis measurement at 1.8 

indicJ.tes small hysteresis loops in the magnetisatiOn "steps" as shown in figure 

3.3.38. 
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In figure 3.3.38 three magnetic phase transitions are observed at a temperature of 

I 8 K and within a magnetiC field range of 0 to 55 Tesld. The tr.msitions occurs 

at -0.75, -2.42, and -4.85 Tesla and each step exhibits a small hysteresiS loop 

Between these tr<~nsitions different magnetic phases can be identltied. These 

phases me charactensed by a linear magnetic field dependence of the 

magnetisation. The static (1. e. zero-field) magnetisation IS obtamed by 

extrapolatmg the strmght pmt to the mtersect1on With the magnetisation axis 

Th1s is indicated m the figure 3.3.38 by straight lines The magnetisation value~ 

me obtained as -40 Jffmol for phase 2 and -80 Jffmol for phase 3 These vulue~ 

may be compared to the value obtained for the second phase of the Tb,.Ag" 

compound of -40 Jffmol The magnetiSation values of the second pha~e of 

Dy14Agil and Tb14Ag51 me m a excellent agreement. The value of the 
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mtersect1on with the y-axis obtamed for phase 3 of the Dy14Ag~ 1 compound IS 

twice as b1g compared to the value of phase 2 Thus, considermg the theoretical 

values of 50.26 JfTmol for Terbium and 55 84 JfTmol for DysprosiUm, 11 may be 

argued that phase 2 is charactensed by the full alignment of the magnetic 

moment of one rare earth atom by the external magnetic field and phase 3 ~~ 

characte1 ised by the alignment of two rare earth moments per umt cell. 

For the measurement of the magnetisatiOn at T = 5 K the three field mduced 

trans1t1ons occur at shghtly higher fields of -0 75, -2 4, and -4.75 Tesla. 

Therefore the field mduced phase transit1ons are temper.1tme dependent Above a 

temperatme of -10 Kelvin the "step shape" of the magnetisation dimm1shes and 

fmally d1sappears. It may argued that above I 0 Kelvm the thermal energy (k 8 T) 

IS sufficient to have all different magnetic arrangements equally exc1ted. All 

observed phase transitions and their temperature dependencies are Illustrated m 

the phase dmgram shown in figure 3.3 39. 
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In figure 3.3.40 and 3.3 41 Arrott plots are shown of Dy14Ag~ 1 • obtarned by using 

isothermal magnetisation measurements as a function of field. 
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Above the transition at -17 Kelvm the Arrott plot~ are given by straight hnes 

Fittmg yields values of the inverse susceptibility at various temperatures as given 

by the mtersectton with the x-axis (B/M-axis). In figure 3.3.42 the values of the 

m verse susceptibility are plotted as a function of temperature With the exception 

of the point at 300 K all other pomts are well descnbed by a straight line 

mdicating a Cune Weiss behaviour in the paramagnetic region. The mteisectton 

with the temperature axis occurs for fJ N = (- 0.4 ± 0.5) K. The slope of the !me 

(excluding the 300 K data point) yields the molar Cmie constant C,. This in 

turn enables the value of p,11 to be calculated with p,JJ = 10 9 ± 0.3. The 

theoi etical value using J = 15/2, g = 4/3, and considenng 14 Dyspro~mm atom~ 

per unit cell yields a Bohr magneton number of 10 6. This agiees, to withm the 

expenmental error, with the experimental value. 
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The magnetisation of Ho 14Ag;1 has been measured as a function of temper.Jture 

and applied magnetic field. Plots of constant field measurements are shown m 

f1gures 3.3 43 to 3.3 46. The magnetisation was measured between 1.8 and 300 

Kelvin, but here only the part up to 80 K ts shown for clanty. Above 80 K the 

magnetisation is similar to the one of the other rare emth compounds d1scussed 

earlier. 
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Ftgure 3 3 44: MagnetisattOil of Ho14Ags1 as afwtcttoll oftemperatwe at vanous 
magnettc fields 
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From the figures it can be seen that for low applied fields two transitions appear 

at temperature of -3 and -9 Kelvin. Above -0 09 Tesla only the second 

antlferromagnetic phase transition at T N = 9 Kelvm remains. Above tield~ of 2.5 

Tesla also thts antiferromagnettc phase transition dtsappears and the 

magnetisation decrea~es contmuously wtth increasing temperature A shtft m the 

transttton temperatures T 1 and TN can be seen by comparmg the measurements at 

dtfferent magnetic fields to one another. In 01 der to analysts the dependence of 

the shtft as a function of applied magnetic field a plot of ln(T0-T) versus ln(B) 

has been constructed. This plot is shown in figure 3 3 44. Three lmes (attnbuted 

to T t. T N) are obtained. One line belongs to the temperature T 1 and two lines to 

T N· Linear fits to straight hnes were carried out using ln(T0 - T)= ln(a )+ f3ln(B) 

and the following parameter were obtained: 

T N (below 2 Tesla): 

13 = 1.57 ± 0.06 a=O 76 ±008 To= 9 07 ±0 02 

T N (above 2 Tesla): 

/3=200±002 a= 1.34 ± 0 03 To= 11.7 ±0.2 
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f3 = 1.99 ± 0.07 a=5.7±03 To=291 ±0.2 
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Ftgure 3 3 44 ln(To-T) as afuncttoll of ln(B)fOJ the shift 111 the rempetature ofT1 and 
TN for the Ho,.Agst alloy 

The fit parameter reveal the functional dependence of T = I;, -a B2 for the 

temperature shift ofT h and for fields larger than 2 Tesla, for T N Below 2 Tesla 

the shift m the antiferromagnetic transition temperature depends on the field With 

an exponent of ( 1.57 ±0 06). A phase diagram has been constructed dlld IS shown 

in figure 3 3 45 For 0 Kelvm the cntical fields forT N and T 1 phase transition 

lines are extrapolated to fields of magmtude (0 53 ± 0.0 I) Tesla for T 1 and 

(2.95 ± 0 01) Tesla forT N· 
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The results of the magnetisation measurements as a functton of field for various 

temperatures are shown in figure 3.3 46 and 3 3.47. For the measurements at I 8, 

2, and 3 5 Kelvm the magnetisation "steps" ate clearly vtstble below 3 Tesla. 

Above 3.5 K the magnettc transitiOns are washed out and then the magnetis.ttiOn 

versus field curve becomes a smooth met easing curve. A more detatled 

presentation of the magnetisation at T = I 8 K is gtven m ftgUI e 3.3 48 and 

3.3 49. 
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At 1.8 Kelvin the magnetisation versus field passes th10ugh four tield mduced 

phase transitions at 0 2, 0 6, 1.4, and 2.4 Tesla The magnetisation of the various 
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phases shows a linear behaviour which increases with increasing field. The 

magnetisation which belongs to each phase (level) has been estimated using a 

linear extrapolation of each level to the mtersection with the magnetisation axis 

at zero external magnetic field. These hnes are shown in figures 3.3.48 and 

3.3.49. The followmg remnant magnetisation values have been obtained. 

Phase 2: 12 Jrr mol 

Phase 3: 90 Jffmol 

Phase 4: 100 Jrr mol 

The theoretical value of the total magnetisation of one Holmium atom per mol of 

the Hoi4Ag5 I compound is 55.84 Jffmol. Comparing this calculated to the 

experimentally obtained value above the differences are too marked in order to 

be able to draw any reliable conclusions for this polycrystalline measurement. 

A phase diagram with all phases are shown in figure 3.3.50. 
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Above a field of -3 Tesla the magnetisation increases continuously With 

increasmg field. The gradient of the magnetisatiOn dec1 eases with increasmg 

applied field. Thus 1t may be seen that the magnetisatiOn starts to app10ach 

saturat1on. The magnetisation value of 14 Holmmm atoms per unit cell amounts 

to 781.8 Jtrmol and IS also indicated in figure 3.3 49. 

The Arrott plots of the isotherm magnetisation measurements are shown m f1gure 

3.3.50 and 3.3.51. By using the A1rott plots for temperature~ h1gher than TN. 

values of the mverse suscepubihty, extrapolated to ze10 magnetiC field, are 

obtamed These values are plotted as a funct1on oftempe1ature in figUJe 3 3.52 
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The paramagnetiC behav1our of Ho14Ag51 is well described by a Curie Weiss law. 

A linear fit through the data points of figure 3.3 52 yields the slope from wh1ch 

the molar Curie constant and thus p,ff = 10.54 ± 0.04 can be dete1mined The 

theoretical value of p,ff IS g1ven as p,ff = I 0 6. For the paramagnetic Curie 

temperature (}N a value of fJN = (-0.4 ± 0.2) K has been obtained. 

SQUID measurements have been carried out also for the rare earth compound of 

Er14Ag,1 within a temperature range of 1.8 to 300 K. In figures 3 3.53 to 3.3.56 

the magnetJsatJon is shown as a funct1on of temperature. 

Ftgttre 3 3 53 Magnettsatwn as afwt<lwll of temperature for Er .. Agst 111 afield of 
0 01 Tesla 
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In these figures two magnetic phase transitions can be Identified In small fields 

the first transition occurs at a temperature T 1 of -3 Kelvin. This transition IS 

absent 10 the measurement at 3 Tesla A second phase transition T N of -6 5 

Kelv10 IS mdicated by a very prominent peak at low fields. At h1gher field values 

the peak sharpens, and for fields above 2 Tesla this transition disappears. 

The temperature shift of the phase transitions have been analysed us10g a 

loganthmic plot of ln(To- T) versus ln(B). Th1s plot is shown 10 tigme 3.3.57. 
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The temperature shift of both transitions reveals a power law behaviour. Lmear 

fits to the data points yield fit parameters {3 and a . 

{3 = 1.37 ± 0 03 a =I 0±0.5 To =6 74 ±0.3 

{3 =0.95±006 a = 65 ±3 To= 50 ±0.1 

Thus the temperature shift of the transition temperature TI is a hnear function of 

the applied field. The transition temperature T N does not have a conventional 

field dependence. In particular the value of 1.37 for the exponent of B is 

significantly different from 2. Such a behaviour may arise due to the presence of 

a L M coupling term Within the free energy expansion in addition to the L 2 M 2 

one. Combined with a powder average the above dependence may anse. 

The magnetisation of Eri4Agsi as a function of applied field has been measmed 

m the range of 0.005 to 5.5 Tesla. Some graphs of these measurements are 

shown in figures 3.3.58, 3 3.59, and 3 3 60. 
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Clear step features are seen in the graphs for the I 8 and 3 5 Kelvm 

measurements. Three field induced phase tran~1t1ons occur at magnetiC fields of 

-0 06, -0.61, and -I 05 Tesla. The magnetisation values of the phases between 

the transitions are obtained as -45 Jffmol for phase 2, -75 Jffmol for phase 3, 

and -130 Jffmol for phase 4 (see figure 3 3 58). All three values may be related 

to a multiple of the theoretical magnetisation of one Erbium atom per mole 

namely 50.26 JffmoL The phase diagram is given m figure 3 3.61. The cnllcal 

fields at ze10 temperature are obtained as (0.068 ± 0 004) Tesla forT 1 and forT N 

a~ (3.8 ± 0 2) Tesla. 
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Usmg the measurements shown m figure 3.3.59 Arrott plots have been 

constructed and values for the inverse susceptibilrty have been obtamed at 

vanous temperatures as descnbed m detail for the other rare earth alloys. The 

Arrott plots are shown m figures 3.3 62 and 3.3.63. The temperature dependence 

of the inverse susceptrbrlrty rs shown in figure 3.3.64 A p.1ramagnetrc behavrour 

rs characterised by a the Curie-Werss law. A linear tit to the data has been earned 

out, and a paramagnetic Curie temperature (} N = (I. 7 ± 0 2) K and a value of 

p,lf of p,, = 9.6 ± 0 I have been obtamed. The theoretrcal value of p,ff for 

Er btu m is grven by p,JJ = 9 6. Thus experimental and theoretical values are in 

excellent agreement 
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The La,4Ag51 has been mcluded in order to allow the investigation of a non 

magnetic reference compound for the alloy series RE 14Ag51 . Lanthanum (La) IS 

the first rare earth element in the periodic table and belongs to the hght rare earth 

elements. The rare earth alloys which are considered here contain heavy 

magnetic rare earth elements between Gadolinium and Erbium. Therefore, it 

would be more logical to expect the element Lutetium (Lu) to be used for the 

non magnetic reference compound. However, for Lutetium an alloy w1thin the 

Ags1Gd14 structure type does not ex1st (McMaster et al. [I)) and thus an 

ISOstructural Lu-based reference sample 1s not available. As the appropnate La

compound does exist, this has been chosen as the non-magnetic reference 

compound. 
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Magnetisation measurements have been carried out as a function of temperature 

and magnetic field for La14Ags1 in an identical manner to the measurements of 

the magnetic compounds. For this compound the signal in the magnetisation was 

found to be very small and a big sample had to be measured for obtaining 

reliable values of the magnetisation. The weight of this sample was twenty times 

larger than that of the other rare earth samples. The measurements of the 

magnetisatiOn as a function of temperature are shown in figure 3.3.65 . 
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Ftgure 3 3 65 Molar magnettsatwn as a function of temperature for La14Ags1 

From the y-scale of figure 3.3.65 it can be seen that the molar magnetisation IS 

significantly smaller compered to the magnetisation of the magnetic rare earth 

compounds. Fuilhermore, it is clearly shown that the La14Ag; 1 compound is 

diamagnetic for lmge values of the applied field. The magnetisation above a field 

at I Tesla is negative and the negative value mc1 eases with increasmg field. At 

low fields below -I Tesla the magnetisation IS positive. This is attnbuted to the 

presence of paramagnetic impunties. All magnetisation curves drop to a local 

mimmum at -55 K and mcrease agam slowly With mcreasmg temperature. Only 

a weak temperature dependence IS observed. The sharp peak in the measurement 

at I Tesla attnbuted to a small amount of oxygen m the system. After heatmg the 
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sample to -I 00 K and pumping for a couple of hours the oxygen was removed. 

The amount, which could not be removed using this procedure, gives nse to the 

small bump in the measurement at 2 Tesla. 

In figure 3.3.66 the magnetisation measured is shown as a function of magnetic 

field for various temperatures. 
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tempeiGturesfor La,,Ag5, 

F1gure 3 3 66 clearly reveals the weak temperature dependence of the 

magnetisation for all temperatures. The magnetisation starts at ze10 and 

mcreases. It reaches a maximum at -0 4 Tesla Afte1 th1s max1mum the 

magnetisation decreases hnear with increasmg magnetic field and becomes 

negative. This confirm that La1 4Ag~ 1 is a diamagnet. 
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Flom the h1gh field part of the magnetiSation curve of figme 3.3.67 a ze1o f1eld 

magnet1sat1on IS extrapolated of approximately 0.02 JfTmol. This is the magnetic 

moment of a paramagnetiC Impurity phase in the La14Ag" sample. Under the 

assumption that this phase IS iron the magnetisation would requne -0 2% of the 

La,.Ag;1 sample to be tron. For a rare emth impunty the pe1centage value would 

be reduced to -0 05% This IS mdeed a very small value. It IS only observable 

here due to the intrinsic smallness of the magnetic signal ofLa14Ag;1. 

For the further analysis only the hnear pa1 t of the magnetiSation at h•gh tields 

was used. The slope of the linear pmt yields the value of the susceptibility for 

each Isotherm. The resulting values of X are plotted against temperatUie m 

f1gure 3 3 68. 
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The susceptibility in figure 3.3 68 shows only a weak temperature dependence. 

For the following this temperature dependence will be neglected. The average 

value of the susceptibility has been estimated to X = -0.09 J!T2mol. This 

susceptibility is composed of contributions 

X= X core+ XPuult + XLan + Xvteck' [3.115) 

where 

X"'" origmates from the diamagnetic contribution of the atom core, 

XPaat. is the Pauli paramagnetic term, 

Xu.. is the Landau diamagnetisation, and 

Xvl«k is due to the orbital Van Vleck contnbution. 
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Alloy Be, M, BC2 M, Bn M, Be, M one 

[T] [Jffmol] rri [Jff~ol] [T] [Jffmol] [T] [Jffmol] 
Gd,o~Ag51 - - - - - - - 3909 

Tb,4Ag.q 2.5 40 5.1 - - - - 5026 

Dy,.Ag51 075 40 242 80 4 85 - - 55.84 

Ho14Ag, 0.2 12 057 90 I 4 100 1.42 55 84 

Er14Ags1 006 45 0 61 75 I 05 130 - 50 26 

Table 3 3 3. Magnetic charaetensttcs of field mduced magnetic phase transitions of RE1.,Ag" 

With the help of isothermal magnetisation measurements Arrott plots have been 

constructed. Using these Arrott plots values for the mverse susceptibility have 

been obtamed in the absence of an applied magnetiC field for various 

temperatures. The paramagnetic regime is well described by a Cune Weiss law. 

A straight line fit of the inverse susceptibility versus temperature data y1elds 

values for the effective paramagnetic Bohr magneton number p,lf and the 

paramagnetic Curie temperature eN. These are listed m table 3.3.4. 

Alloy TN T, eN P,JJ p,Jf 
[K] [K] 

[K] obs ea I 
Gd 14Ag, 36 7 ±0 I 13.6±0 I -69± I 8.1 ±0 I 7 94 

Tb,.Ag, 27.8 ± 0 I -15 I 2 ± I 99±03 9.7 

Dyl"Ag.o;a 17.3±0.1 -4 -04±05 109±03 10 6 

Ho,.Ag, 9.1 ± 0 I 28±01 -04±02 1054±004 10 6 

Er,.Ag, 67±01 42±01 17±02 9 65 ±0 I 96 

Table 3 3 4 MagnetiC charactensttcs of REuAgs, 
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Chapter 4: Low Temperature Properties of RE 14Ag51 

Introduction 

Specific heat is a physical property which provides information on the internal 

energy and the entropy of a substance. Furthermore, the measurement of the 

specific heat yields information on the electronic density of states at the Fermi 

level and the existence of phase transitions. The onset of a correlated state 

generally reduces the entropy of a system and therefore dependmg on the nature 

of the transition, can mamfest itself as an anomaly in the specific heat. An 

analysis of such anomalies allows a quantitative and qualitative investigation to 

be obtained of the nature of the ordered state in a sohd Thus specific heat 

measurements, which may be Isolated or combined the other measurements of 

physical properties, are a powerful and useful tool for studying the properties of 

solids. 

The behaviOur of the specific heat with respect to temperature is a result of the 

change in the mternal energy. The internal energy of a sohd is affected by lattice 

dynamics, the energy given by the density of electrons at the Fermi level in 

metals and by magnetic contnbut1ons for materials with a magnetic degree of 

freedom. Therefore the total specific heat can be considered as bemg composed 

of various contributions from the phonon, the electronic and the magnetic 

subsystems. 

The theory of the specific heat of solids is briefly summarised m this chapter m 

section 4.1 startmg with the discussiOn of the difference between C" and Cv, 

and going on to discuss the specific heat contnbution from the lattice, electrons 

and magnetic moments. An overview of the equipment is given in section 4.2 

and a description is presented of the calorimeter. In section 4.3 the specific heat 

measurements of the RE 14Ag51 compounds (RE = La, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er) 

are presented and discussed. 
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4.1 Theory of Specific Heat 

Theory of CP and C., 

When a sohd of unit mass receives a quantity of heat dQ, and Its temperature 

nses by dT the specific heat IS defined by 

C=dQ. 
dT 

[4.1) 

The specific heat of a solid can be determined expenmentally by heating a 

sample and measuring its temperature change. Due to the specific heat bemg 

directly related to the internal energy of a sohd some properties of samples can 

be investigated and analysed by measuring the specific heat. The first law of 

thermodynamics gives the relation between the "energy input" dQ, the change 

of the internal energy dU and the work which is done due to a change in volume 

dV at a given pressure p. 

dQ=dU+pdV [4.2] 

As a result of the second law of thermodynamics the "input energy" can be 

written as TdS where dS is the change in the entropy S. Thus the change of the 

mternal energy U of a closed hydrostatic system is given by 

dU =TdS- pdV. [4.3) 

From this equation the specific heat can be derived at constant pressure and at 

constant volume of a system as a function of the internal energy U. 

c =- +p-(au) rav) 
I' ar 

1
, ar 

1
, 

c =(aul 
v l ar 

[4.4] 

[4.5) 
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For conventional experiments It is the specific heat at constant pressure which IS 

being determined However, for theoretical models the specific heat at constant 

volume IS evaluated. As seen in the equations [4 4] and [4 5] there is a difference 

between C,, and Cv . This difference can be evaluated and thus the measured 

value for C1, may be related to the specific heat obtained by model calculations 

Replacmg dQ m equation [4.1] by the term TdS yields 

c,. =T(~s) 
T I' 

[4.6] 

and 

c =T(as) 
v aT v 

[4.7] 

From statistical mechanics It IS known that the entropy S depends on the 

temperature T, volume V and number of molecules N. As S = S(T, V,N) the 

total differential of the entropy IS given by 

ds = (as ) dT + (as l dv + ( as l dN 
aT v N OV .N aN v 

[4 8] 

The solids considered here are a closed system and therefore the number of 

particles N IS fixed. The total differential for S becomes 

dS = (ilS) dT +(~l dV 
ilT v av [4.9] 

If equation [4.9] is differentiated With respect to T for constant p then both 

differential terms 

[4.10] 

and 
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cl' =r(as) =r(as) +r(as) (av) =Cv+r(asl (av) ar I' ar v av r ar 
1
, av ar I' 

[4.11] 

[4.12] 

To eliminate the entropy expression 1t is convement to employ the following 

Maxwell relations 

[4.13] 

and 

(ar) (av) (ap) __ 1 av I' ap r ar v - · 
[4 14] 

Thus the difference of the spec1f1c heats Ct> and Cv is g1ven by 

c -cv =T ap av =-r ap av -. ) ) ( l ( )' 1
' ( ar v ( ar 

1
, av ar 

1
, 

[4.15] 

W1th the volume expansion coefficient a 

[4.16] 

and the ISOthermal compress1b1hty K: 

I(= _ _!_(av l 
v ap [4 17] 

equation [ 4.15] can be expressed as 

[4.18] 
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Obv10usly C,, is larger than Cv, as a and K: are positive The d1tference 

between C, and Cv IS positive and increases lmea1ly w1th increasing 

temperature At low temperatures the difference IS very small and as the 

temperature tends towards zero Kelvm the value of C, will be equal to Cv. 

Lattice contribution to the specific heat 

Lattice VIbrations often provide the largest contnbut1on to the specitic heat m a 

~olid, especially at high temperatures. W1th decreasmg temperatllle the energy of 

the oscillatmg atoms decreases. 

There are vanous models which allow an approximate descnption of the motion 

of atoms. One of these model1s the classical one by Dulong and Pet1t The model 

assumes that all atoms m a solid have the same energy. The internal energy U is 

given by the summation over all energies. Consequently the specific heat Cv 

(see equation [4.5]) IS constant and temperature independent and has the value of 

3k8 N, where N IS the number of atoms. 

Einstem proposed a theory based on Planck's quantum hypothesis by assummg 

that each atom VIbrates independently of other atoms about Its equilibrium 

position w1th an angular frequency w. Furthe1 more, each atom has the same 

f1 equency. So the sohd may be seen as a lattice of independent harmomc 

o'clilators w1th quantised energy spectra. The occupancy of these quantised 

energy levels are determined by a Bose-Emstem distnbut1on function. Therefore, 

the internal energy becomes 

U _ 3Niiw 
- exp[Bnw]-1' 

[4.19] 

whe1e N IS the number of atoms, li the Planck constant and f3 = (1.. 8 Tt' 

W1thm the wntten model the spec1f1c heat IS obtamed as 
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[4 20] 

With (} E = tz w being the Emstein temperature. 
k . 

8 

However the approach by Emstein is too simple The atoms form a system of 

coupled oscillators and do not vibrate independently of one another. So there is a 

frequency spectrum hke that of an elastic continuum. The internal energy of such 

a system is then given by an integral of the vibration energy of each atom with 

respect to the spectrum of frequencies as given by the density of frequency 

modes D(w) over the range of all permitted frequencies w. 

U = J tzwD(w)f(w )dw, [4.21] 

"' 

where f(w) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function 

I J(w)= . 
exp [8 tz w J-1 

[4.22] 

In order to obtain the mternal energy the density of modes or states is required. 

The density of states per unit frequency range D(w )dw zs given by the number 

of k values between the frequencies w and w + dw, where k is the wave vector 

of a permitted vibratiOn or/and a point in the k space. To obtain this density 

D(w)dw the volume of the shell d'k between the surfaces S(w) belonging to 

w and w + dw in the k space has to determmed and to be divided by the 

volume of one k value (see figure 4.l.I ). 

[4.23] 
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-- ---------------------------------------------------------------~ 

The volume d 3k is given by the product of the surface dS with the change in 

the k vector dk projected with the normal vector n m the direction which is 

perpendicular to the surface dS. 

d'k =dS nodk [4.24] 

In equation [ 4 24] dk can expressed by 

[4.25] 

where v, = dro/ dk is the group- or sound velocity. Thus the density of states 

becomes 

D(ro )= + f dS 
L\.k.,v, 

[4.26] 

If the propagation of waves in a solid IS anisotropic then the shape of the surfaces 

has a complicated form and it IS difficult to calculate the integral m equation 

[4.26]. In this case the relation between ro and k, the dispersion, IS non-lmear 

and the amsotropy of the dispersion increases with increasing frequency. 
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----------------------------------------------------, 

F1gure 4 I I A shell and a small volume element d 1 
k of the k space bounded b_1 

swfaces of CO/Istantfreque/lc\' (J) and (J) + dro 

Debye made the assumptiOn that the dispersion IS linear and isotrop1c. 

[4 27] 

resulting m 

[4.28] 

In a solid one longitudinal and two transversal modes of vibration have to be 

cons1dered and therefore equation [4 28]!s converted to 

D(ro )= __!C.,(-1 + 2.Jro2 
2~- v3 v' 

" L T 

[4.29] 

Fullher, Debye neglected the difference between the sound velocities of 

long1tudmal and transverse waves. Setting vL =vr Jesuits m 
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[4.30] 

The density of states depends on the square of the frequency. It increases up to 

the cut-off frequency w,,.,. This maxrmum frequency can now be calculdted by 

considered the mtegral of D(w )dw. This integral has to yield the total number 

ofpossrble modes in the sample, namely 

WJ'" V 3 3N= D(w)dw= , ,w"""' 
o 2;r- Vo 

[4.31] 

_ -(6;r 2 Nv~J* 
(J)nmx - (J)D - V [4 32] 

Thrs maximum frequency rs called the Debye frequency w0 • In figure 4 1.2 the 

densrty of states is shown as a functron of frequency 

Frequency ro 

F1gure 4 I 2 Density of states D(w) as afullctwll offiequencr W /01 the Deb)e 

so!Jd (3-dtmenswnallattlce) The axts are m mbitw1 \'Wilts 
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Using the density of states in equation [4.30] the mternal energy (see equation 

[4.21]) is gtven by 

3/i V "" m3 

U= I dm 
2Jr 2 v~ 0 exp[/Hlm]-1 

[4.33] 

The specific heat is obtained by evaluating the derivative of U with respect to 

temperature. 

3f1 V "I" nm m
3 

exp [/J nm] d 
27r 2 vci 

0 
-k.-T-' (exp[/3 tzm]-l)' m 

[4.34] 

wtth substituting 

[4.35] 

and using the De bye temperature e D given by 

[4.36] 

it yields 

9 Nk 8,/T 

c = 8 T' I v e; 
D 0 

Z
4 exp [z] 

1 , GZ 
(exp[z]- 1)-

[4 37] 

For htgh temperatures (k8 T «fzm) the e-funct10n in [4.33] can be expanded in a 

power senes and the integral reduces to 

[4.38] 

Substttutmg equation [4 38] m [4 33] gives the mternal energy 

[4.39] 
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which is the classical result by Dulong and Petit. Thus the spectfic heat at high 

temperatures has the constant value of 

[4.40] 

At htgh temperatures all frequency modes are excited and the Debye frequency 

and De bye temperature constitute the upper bounds. 

At low temperatures (T<<90 ,W<<W0 ) only the modes below k
8
T wtth 

frequencies below w are excited and thus the temperature T may be seen as the 

"soft cut-off' temperature. Therefore the upper boundary m the integral in [4.33] 

can be chosen as mfinity and wtth substituting equation [4.35] and the Debye 

temperature 9 0 the internal energy becomes 

u 

[4.41] 

and the specific heat is obtained as 

[4.42] 

Consequently the specific heat for a solid at low temperatures (T ""9 0 /10) is 

given by the Debye law 

[4 43] 

The Debye interpolation has been found to represent the specific heat of most 

sohds wtth some success. Desptte having some weaknesses the Debye model 

represents the spectfic heat of most solids well and has been widely used for the 

interpretation of expenmental data. 
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Electronic contribution to the specific heat 

The electronic contribution to the spectfic heat is defined by equatton [4.5] 

[444] 

where the energy E the energy of the electrons tn the solid. 

An explanation of metallic behaviour has been attempted by Paul Drude in terms 

of a classical electron gas. If the electrons are independent classical particles then 

the law of equipartition of energy applies and each electron has the energy of 

[4.45] 

Therefore the specific heat has a constant temperature independent value of 

3 
Cv =-Nk8 2 

Where N is the number of electrons in the metal. 

[4.46] 

This value ts half of the spectftc heat of lattice vtbrations [4.40]. For metallic 

samples where the number of electrons and atoms are the same. Therefore, the 

measured spectfic heat should increase by 50 % compared to a non-conductmg 

sample. This has not been observed experimentally. The electronic spectfic heat 

in metals in actually very small and it depends on temperature. 

In analogy to the discussion of the lattice contnbution the energy of the electron 

gas has to be considered by an integral of the energy of one electron e, the 

denstty of energy states D(e) and a distribution function over the range of all 

permttted energies J(e). 

E= feD(e)J(e)de [4.47] 
£ 
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The difference to phonons is that electrons are fermions and therefore the Pauh 

exclusion principle has to be considered. The distnbuuon functron of particles 

like electrons is then the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 

I J(e)= 
exp[/3 (e- tt)]+ I 

where tt is the chemical potentral. 

[4.48] 

Electrons m a metal have kmetic and potential energy. For the present consider a 

free electron gas. The total energy of the gas is equal to the kmetrc energy of all 

electrons. 

2m, 
[4.49] 

where p =m, v is the lmear momentum and v the velocity. 

In quantum mechanics a pmtrcle can be descnbed usmg a wave functron and 

applymg the rule due to de Broghe, namely that each electron rs related to a 

wave with a wave vector 

k=~ 
fl 

and the energy of one electron can be wntten as 

n2 e 
e=--. 

2m, 

[4.50] 

[ 4.51] 

The densrty of energy states per unrt energy range is grven by the volume 

between the surfaces of constant e and e +de multiplied wrth the factor of two, 

because each energy sate can be occupied by two electrons with their spins either 

up or down. 
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[4.52] 

For a free electron gas the surfaces of equal energy are sphencal and thus 

D(s)de= 2___!C_)' fds dk = 2_,;.47t' k 2 dk. 
(21t' ' 87t' 

[4.53] 

Substttutmg equation [4.51] yields 

[4.54] 

With the obtamed density of states the total energy at ze10 temperatut e can be 

evaluated as 

Using the Fermt energy 

equation [4.55] can be expressed as 

3N 
E(T=O)=-eF. 

5 

[4.55] 

[4.56] 

[4.57] 

Thus there is an average energy of 3e F /5 per atom without any thermal 

excttattons. 

At fintte temperatures the total energy is given by 

1 

--- -- e ce E- V (2m, )2J· y2 I I 
27t' 2 fi 2 

0 exp[e-eF/k8 T]+l 
[4.58] 
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The approximate solution of equation [4.58] for low temperatmes (T <<EF fk 8 ) ts 

And thus the contributton of the speciftc heat by electrons is 

which resu Its m 

Jr' 
Cv =- k~ D(e)T. 

3 

[4.59] 

[4.60] 

[4 61] 

The spectfic heat of the electron gas ts therefore a hnear function of temperature 

The total spectftc heat mcluding the electromc and De bye tet ms can be wtttten as 

[4 62] 

and .may be expressed as 

Cv =yT+aT3
, [4 63] 

where a is the phonon and y the electrontc coeffictent 1 

Plotting experimental data m the form of C" jT versus T' a strmght line ts 

obtamed and the two contributions can be tsolated and by the determmation of 

the mtersection of the straight line with they-axis (y) and tts slope (a). 

1 Usually the greek lener f3 IS used for the phonon coetticient, but thiS teller f3 will he used later 

tor another expression In order to not contuse the reader here the lenera ha> heen chosen 
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Magnetic contribution to the specific heat 

As discussed m chapter 3 in section 3.1 electrons fill energy levels belongmg to 

energy shells of an atom and magnetism arises due to incompletely filled energy 

shells. For the case of rare-earth alloys the 4f shell is partially filled. The 4!
electron shell is located well withm the Ss and Sp energy shells and consequently 

the 4f-electrons of the rare-earth atoms do not contribute to the conduction band. 

Thus the magnetism of the rare-earth alloys is well represented by a localised 

moment model. The magnetic contnbution to the specific heat IS therefore 

related to the alignment of the magnetic moments and thus to the magnetic 

degrees of freedom. Therefore, the magnetic specific heat is associated with the 

entropy S of a system. 

[4.64] 

The change in the internal order of a magnetic material as It passes through the 

transition temperature may be clearly displayed in measurements of the specific 

heat as a function of temperature The sharp peak at the transition temperature is 

typical of a second order thermodynamic phase transition and is associated with 

the disappearance of long-range magnetic order. The small contribution of the 

magnetic spec1f1c heat just above the transition temperature arises from the 

presence of residual short-range magnetic order. 

The change m entropy of the magnetic state IS given by 

( ) J
T Cmag (f) -

t:.S,., T = - dT 
o T 

[4 65] 

and can be obtained from expenmental measurements. Furthermore this entropy 

is directly related to the quantum number J of the magnetiC atoms. 

[4.66] 
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where c is the number of magnetic atoms per umt cell present carrying the 

magnetic moment and N A the Avogadro constant. 

The total integral of the magnetic contnbution to the specific heat is proportional 

to ln[2J+l]. This assumes that the entropy of the ground state is equal to zero 

(i e. that there in are unique state) and that the temperature integration is carried 

out such that all CEF contnbut1ons an incorporated. 
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4.2 Description of Specific Heat Measurement 
Apparatus 

Adiabatic calorimetry 

For the measurements of the specific heat the method of admbat1c calorimetry 

was used. This continuous method involves injecting a known quantity of mput 

energy into the sample and measuring its response in terms of a temperature rise. 

The energy input IS supplied at constant power and the temperature of the sample 

IS measured as a function of time before the heat pulse and after the heat pulse is 

applied The specific heat is derived from the ratio of the heat m put t.Q to the 

temperature rise t.T. 

c = t.Q 
" t.T 

[4.67] 

However, a true admbatic condition IS not achievable expel imentally, especmlly 

at low temperatures where the specific heat is very low. Furthe1 more, this 

continuous method suffers from the disadvantage of not allowmg the 

characterisation of a heat loss from the sample. The heat flow from the sample 

system can be estimated by observing the sample temperature bef01 e and after 

the heating penod (pre- and post dnft). Th1s can be mcorporated mto the 

calculation of the temperature change. An advantage is that the time which b 

reqUired to reach equilibrium is not a limiting factor and thus Ielatively lmge 

samples can be measured. A sketch of the time dependence of the sample 

temperature for the heat pulse method is shown m figure 4 2.1. 
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The calorimeter consists of a sapphtre disc of thickness 0.5mm, which is 

suspended withm a copper ring usmg a thin cotton thread. On the bottom side of 

the dtsk a thin film substrate of chromium has been evaporated. This film acts as 

the sample heater. The sample was placed on the dtsk above the heater and fixed 

with a small amount of Apiezon N-type grease (ea. 4mg). A low mass Cernox 

temperature sensor was attached to the bottom side of the dtsk and used to 

measure the temperature of the sample. The ensemble is situated withm two 

copper radtation shields to minimise the thermal response time. The outer shield 

ts a copper can onto whtch a copper wire has been wound to act as a shield 

heater. The shield temperature wa~ measuted usmg a carbon glass thermometer. 

Thts outer shteld is again placed into a vacuum can manufactured using stainless 

steel in order to tsolate the calorimeter from the liquid helium. To mmimise the 

heat flow the sample space was evacuated down to pressures of approximately 

I 0-6 m bar using a diffusing pump, backed by a rotary pump. A cross-section of 

the vacuum can is shown in figure 4.2.4. 

Copper 
adiabatic 

shield 

Shield 
heater 

Sample 

Outer 
vacuum can 

lndlumseal 

Stainless steel 
supports 

Carbongla~ 
temperature 

sensor 

Copper 
outer shield 

Cotton 

Ftgure 4 2 4 C1 oss-secttou of the vacuum ca11 and The calmtmeter [ PaJ son, PhD 
Thes1s] 
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Due to the time constants mvolved m achieving thermal equilibnum 1t was 

necessary to automate the calonmeter. The automation was based on a computer 

with a pentmm processor communicating to the temperature controller, a DVM 

and a current source using an IEEE-488 mterface bus. The 011gmal software was 

wntten by M. Parsons, J. Taylor and B. Denms [Parson, PhD Thesis] using 

Microsoft Quick Bas1c version 4. The software program cons1sts of three pans: 

the preparation phase, where the communications, the experimental run 

parameters and the temperature are bemg set up, the measurement phase and the 

analys1s phase. 

If within the preparation phase the temperature is stable then the second phase of 

the measurement starts. This phase cons 1st of four time reg1ons: pre-dnft, sample 

heatmg, delay and post-dnft. Dunng the pre-dnft period the sample temperature 

IS measured every I - 4 seconds. After the sample heatmg phase is stmted the 

system circles in a loop measunng the current through the sample heater and the 

voltage. The current is prov1ded by a constant CUI rent source, made in-house 

When the heating of the sample IS fimshed the system waits for a predetermined 

time, the delay t1me. The delay is implemented to allow the sample to 1 each 

thermal equ1hbrium. The next phase IS the post-dnft routme, which follows the 

-same procedure as m the pre-drift routme. 

The analysis phase calculates the input energy L'l.Q the temperature rise L'l.T, 

and finally the spec1f1c heat of the sample C
1
,. The energy m put ~~calculated by 

averagmg the sample heater current and heater voltage, by takmg the product of 

current and voltage and by usmg Simpson's rule to mtegrate the heatmg power 

as a functiOn of time. In order to obtam the temperature 1 ise both the pre- and 

post-dnft curves are subject to a least squares linear regression and extrapolated 

to the time at the m1ddle of the heating phase. At this intersection pomt 1'!. T IS 

calculated. Fmally the spec1fic heat 1s calculated m units of [ J I K mol ] by 

equatiOn [4.67] and a correctiOn factor (addenda) IS subtracted 

The correctiOn factor (addenda) contams the specific heat of the sample holder 

and the grease To obtam the addenda a measUI ement of the calonmeter without 
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a sample was can ied out and fitted to a polynomial equation. The addenda and 

the obtamed polynomial fit are shown in figure 4.2.5. The devmtion of the 

measured data from the fitted curve yields a percentage error of the addenda 

specific heat. This is combined With the errors involved m the measurement 

process such as the temperature, current, and voltage. The largest relative error 

of the addenda occurs at low temperatures, but the specific heat of the addenda is 

so small that the errors will have a negligible effect on the total error. However, 

at high temperatures the specific heat of the addenda becomes a large fraction of 

the total specific heat and thus the uncei tainty in the addenda becomes more 

Important. Also the errors in temperature (thermometer) and m the heater current 

become larger. Therefore, the total error increases With increasing temperature. 
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Ftgure 4 2 5 Specific heat of the addenda (sample holder and grease) The solid /me 
mdtcates the fitfunctton to the specific heat of the addenda 
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4.3 Experimental Results 

Experimental work 

From the long ingot of each compound (molten in the argon-arc furnace and 

annealed afterwards) a small piece was cut using a spark eroder. In order to 

ensure good thermal contact to the disc in the calorimeter the flat side of this 

small piece has been polish to a flat and smooth surface. The sample was placed 

on the sapphire disc with the flat side down using Apiezon grease. The chamber 

of the calonmeter was evacuate over one day to a vacuum of at least J.J0-6 m bar. 

When this vacuum was reached the chamber was placed into the cryostat and the 

system was cooled down to 4.2 Kelvin using hqmd nitrogen and helium. 

The measurement of the specific heat as a function of temperature has been 

carried out in temperature steps of less then I Kelvin m a temperature range from 

4 2 Kelvin to room temperature. In table 4 3.1 some sample details are given 

Sample Weight Relative atomic mass Number of mole 
[g] Jglmoll [mol] 

La,4Ag51 1.2343 ± 0 0001 7445 945 (1658±000il 10~ 

Gd14Ag51 12011 ±00001 7702.87 (1559±0.00il 10~ 

Tb14Ag51 13076±00001 7726.32 (1692±0.001) 10--' 

Dy,.Ag" I 0471 ±00001 7776 37 (I 347± 0 001) 10 

Ho14Ag51 I 2249 ± 0 0001 7810 39 (I 568 ±O OOIJ 10~ 

Er14Ag51 1.3900 ± 0 0001 7843 01 (1.772 ±0 001) 10--' 

Table 4 3 1: Weight. relattve atomic mass and number of moles of RE14Agsl compounds used for 
the specific heat measurements 
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The compound La14Ags1 

The La1•Ag~1 alloy IS the non-magnetic reference compound. The spec1fic heat 

of th1s intermetalhc compound contains only a contribution of the lattice and the 

electrons. Therefo1 e th1s sample was used as the phonon blank. 

A measurement of specific heat as a function of temperature was earned out and 

is shown in figure 4.3.1. In order to use the specific heat of the phonon blank as a 

reference for the magnetic compounds (Gd 14Ag~~. Tb14Ag51. ••• ) several fit

functions have been employed to model the data of the specific heat. The fit

functiOn is shown in figure 4.3.1. It has to be mentioned that the error of this fit

function (due to the variation of the data in the spec1fic heat of La 14Ag~ 1 ) is 

relative large and mcreases drast1cally with increasmg values of the spec1f1c heat 

At temperatures above I 00 Kelvm the error amounts to 5% 
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In the Debye model the spectfic heat can be written as Cv = yT +aT', where 

a IS the phonon and r electromc coeffiCient (see equation [ 4.63]) Plottmg 

Cv IT a~ a function of T 2 should result in a straight I me at low temperatures, 

with the mtersection point with the Cv IT -axis yields the y value and the slope 

a the De bye temperature e 0 • The plot of Cv IT versus T 2 and a fit to the data 

at low temperatures is shown in ftgure 4.3.2. A more detatled presentation of the 

same plot IS shown in figure 4.3.3. 
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From figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 a linear fit Cv IT as a function on T2 can be seen 

to represent the data at low temperatures (below 10 Kelvm). Up to -30 Kelvm 

the gradient of the plot is weakly temperature dependent. Evaluating the hnear fit 

to the data below 10 K (see figure 4.3.3) a r value of r = (20 ± 80)-mJIK2mol 

and a Debye temperature of 90 = (193 ± 5) K is obtained. The y value is 

dtrectly related to the denstty of states at the Fermi surface (see equation [ 4 61)) 

given by 

[4.68) 

which yields an estimated value of the denstty of states per formula untt and e V 

of 

D(eF) ~ 8.5 stateslf.u eV. [4.69) 
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Accordmg to the relatively large error of the expenmental y value this value is 

in fair agreement with the value of 32 states I f.u eV obtained from the 

magnetisation measurements (see [3.118]). 

The value for the Debye temperature 80 obtained for La14Ag51 have to be 

compared to literature values of Lanthanum 80 = 132 K and Silver 8
0 

= 215 K 

[12]. The value of (193 ± 5) K IS within the range of 8
0 

values for the 

constituent elements 

In summary, La14Ags1 has a specific heat which is charactensed by a relatively 

low r value of 

Y = (20 ±80) mJ/K2mol 

and a De bye temperature of 

80 =(193±5)K. 

These contributions to the specific heat are taken to represent the electronic and 

lattice contribution for the magnetic compounds. This is a valid procedure 1f the 

various subsystems of magnetic, lattice and electronic subsystem are not 

coupled. If such an assumption is applicable then it is possible to use the 

estimates obtamed by the La14Ag51 specific heat measurement also for the other 

RE 14Ag51 samples. The validity of such a procedure Will be discussed more fully 

below. 

The specific heat of Gd14Ag51 was measured in a temperature range of -4 Kelvin 

to 300 Kelvm. The specific heat of this compound is shown in figure 4.3.4. From 

the graph m figure 4.3 4 it can be seen that the specific heat increases continually 

as a function of temperature up to a distmct anomaly at 34 Kelvin. Then the 

graph is rapidly decreasing to a minimum and again increasing up to 300 Kelvin 
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Without any sign of saturation. The peak in the specific heat mdicates an 

antiferromagnetic phase transition occurring at T N -36 Kelvin in zero-field. The 

obtained value of the Nee! temperature of T N = (36 ± I) Kelvin is equal to, 

Withm the error bars, the value given by the magnetisation measurements of 

TN = (36.7 ±0.1) Kelvm. 
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F1gure 4.3 4· Molar specific heat c;, of Gd14Ag51 as a function of temperature (solid 
dots) The specific heat of La1,Ag51, the non-magnetic reference compound, 1s 
represented by the fitjunctwn as shown by a solid /me The magnetic specific heat 
Cm,, of Gd1,Ag51 is shown by open dots 

Comparing the specific heat of Gdi 4Ag5 I to the measurement of the non

magnetic compound Lai4Agsi (represented by a solid line in figure 4.3.4) reveals 

that Gdi4Agsi has a larger specific heat than Lai4Ag5 I below TN and slightly 

smaller values above the Nee! temperature. Above approximately I 00 Kelvin the 

specific heats of both compounds are identical. 

The imtial analysis of the specific heat of Gdi4Ag5I has been carried out 

assuming the specific heat to be compound of three separate contnbutions 
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onginating from the lattice Clan. the conduction electrons C.1 •• , and the magnetic 

moments of the rare earth atoms Cmag· Thus the spec1f1c heat Cp can be written as 

[4.70] 

This functional form of the equation [4.70] assumes that the three contributions 

are distinct and there IS no coupling between the various subsystems. Only the 

sum of all contnbutions is measured experimentally and an unambiguous 

separation of the total specific heat into the constituent parts, as g1ven by 

equation [4.70], IS not possible. However, the subtraction of the lattice and 

conduction electron contnbutions, obtained above for the La14Ag51 compound, 

from the specific heat of Gd14Ag51 should yield, in principle, the magnetic 

contnbution Cmag (see figure 4.3.4). A more detailed picture of the magnetic 

specific heat IS shown in figure 4.3.5. 
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Figure 4 3.5: Magnetic contrzbutw11 C,~,, to the speczfic heat ojGd14Ag, as afwzctzon 
of temperature. 

The graph of the magnetic specific heat m figure 4.3.5 clearly exh1b1t a second 

bump at a temperature (14 ± I) Kelvin. This bump mdicates the first phase 
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transition at TI observed in the magnetisation measurements at T1 = (13 6 ± 0.2) 

Kelvin. From this figure it can also be seen that the magnetic specific heat of 

Gd14Ags 1 mcreases with increasing temperature up to 36 Kelvin and then 

decreases abruptly. The graph of the specific heat at low temperatures has been 

extrapolated to zero-temperature in order to estimate the contnbution to the 

magnetic entropy below the lowest expenmental temperature. 

As explained in section 4.1 the magnetic specific heat IS attributed to the 

magnetic entropy as given by (see equation [4.66]) 

[4.71] 

The thermal dependence of the magnetic entropy l1S.,ag is illustrated in figure 

4.3.6. 
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Ftgure 4 3 6· The magnettc entropy ofGduAgsJ as afunctwn of temperature obtatned 
from the magnettc specific heat The dashed lmes tndtcate the entropy by 
LIS"''= 14 k8NA ln(8) and LIS"''= 12 ksNA ln(8) 
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From figure 4 3 6 it can be seen that the entropy increases rather linearly as a 

function of temperature to a maximum at -40 Kelvin. Above 40 Kelvin the 

entropy decreases a little and reaches a constant level at I 00 Kelvin. The reason 

for this unusual decrease is due to negative values of the magnetic specific heat 

above -40 Kelvin. 

The magnettc entropy as given in equation [4 65]/[4.71] and [4.66]ts related to 

the spin degrees of freedom (2 S + I), by 

[4.72] 

where c is the number of magnetic atoms per unit cell carrying a magnettc 

moment and N A the Avogadro constant (for Gadolinium J = S). 

For Gadolimum wtth S = 7/2, a value for (2·S + I) 8 is obtained and thus the 

magnetic entropy for one mole of Gd 14Ag51 is given by D.S""' = 14 k8NA·In(8). 

This value is represented by a dashed line in figure 4.3.6. Since there are no 

contributions from crystal fields splittmg effects, the full magnettc entropy of 

this value is expected to be obtained within a few degrees of the phase transition 

temperature. In figure 4.3.6 it is seen that the experimental values of the entropy 

does not reach thts value. The measured value is -20% smaller than the 

theoretical value. Also under the assumption that only 12 rare earth atoms 

contnbuted to the magnettc entropy, i.e. D.S'"' = 12 ksNA·In(8), the saturatton 

value is not reached. The assumption that only 12 rare earth atoms affect the 

magnettc behaviour ts attnbuted to the hexagonal crystallographic structure of 

the compound, described m chapter 2 

In figure 4 3. 7 the total specific heat Cp of Tb 14Ag51 is shown as a function of 

temperature and the electronic and latttce contributton to the spectfic heat Cphonon 

is tndicated by the full line. The difference between Cp and the fit-functton, t.e. 

the magnettc contribution, is shown m figure 4.3.7. 
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Figure 4 3.7: Molar specific heat CP ofTb1.,Ag51 as a function of temperature (soltd 
dots) The solid /me mdtcates the phonon blank C,,1.,N,~ The magnettc spectfic heat 
Cm(lg ts shown by open dots 

In figure 4.3.7 one phase transition is observed, indicated by a peak at 

TN = (27.3 ± 0.5) K. The transition temperature TN obtained by magnetisation 

measurements is (27.8 ± 0.1) Kelvin. In figure 4.3.8 the magnetic specific heat is 

shown in more detail In this figure it is seen that the specific heat of the 

magnetic contribution has a sharp peak at T N· However, it does not decrease to 

values around zero for temperatures above T N· At I 00 Kelvin Cmag has still a 

value of -50 J/K mol. This "offset" results m a continued increase above T N of 

the magnetic entropy as illustrated in figure 4.3 9. 
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Fzgure 4 3 9· Magnetic entropy as a function of temperature ofTb1,Ag51 The dashed 
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In figure 4.3.9 the theoretical values for the magnetic entropy is shown for the 

Terbium compound with a total angular momentum J of J = 6 and 

D.Ssa' = 14 k6NA·ln(l3) for 14 and D.S"" = 12·ksNA·In(l3) for 12 Terbium atoms 

per unit cell. Both entropy levels are not reached at the transition temperature. 

The specific heat Cp of the alloy DYt4Ag5t has been determmed as a function of 

temperature and is shown in figure 4.3.1 0 together with the phonon contribution 

Cphonon and the magnetic specific heat Cmag obtained by subtracting the Lat4Agst

specific heat values. A more detailed plot of Cmag is shown in figure 4.3.11. 
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Ftgttre 4 3 I I Magnettc specific heat of Dr14Ag51 as afunctwn oftemperatwe 

Form the spec1fic heat measurement of Dy14Ags1 (see figure 4.3.11) one phase 

trans1tion has been observed at (17.0 ± 0.5) Kelvin. This value is in excellent 

agreement with the one obtamed from magnetisation measurements namely 

TN = (17.3 ± 0.1) Kelvm 

F10m the data of the magnet1c spec1f1c heat the magnetic ent10py has been 

obtamed using equation [4.71). The entropy, as a function ofT, 1~ shown in 

f1gure 4.3.12. 
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Ftgure 4 3 12. Magnettc entropy of DyuAg51 as afimcttoll of temperature 

Similar to the results of the Gdi4Ag51 and Tb14Ag5I samples the magnetic 

entropy is smaller than the theoretical entropy of D.S"'' = 14·ksNA·In(l6) for 14 

and D.S"'' = 12 ksNA·In(I6) for 12 Dysprosium atoms per unit cell. 

Spec1fic heat measurements have been carried out also for Ho 14Ag; 1 and 

Er,4Ag;1 The plots of the total specific heat Cp, the magnetic contnbuuon Cmag 

and the phonon contribution (La14Ag51 ) Cphonon are plotted m tigures 4 3 13 and 

4.3. 15 for Ho 14Ag;1 and Er14Ag51 , respectively. More detailed plots of the 

magnetic contnbution are given m figures 4.3. 14 and 4.3. I 6. 
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The magnetic specific heat Cmag clearly reveals the phase transition at T N of 

(9 0 ± 0 5) Kelvm by a sharp peak. The Nee! temperature obtained by in 

magnetisation measurements is (9.1 ± 0.1) Kelvin. The first ordering point at TI 

of -2.8 Kelvin, observed in the magnetisation measurements, could not be 

confirmed, because it was not possible to cool the system down to temperatures 

below 3.5 Kelvin. 
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Ftgure 4 3 16 Magnettc specific heat of Er14Ag51 

The magnetic specific heat of Er14Ag;1 exhibits an unusual behav1our as a 

function of temperature. At T N = (6.5 ± 0.3) Kelvin the phase transition can 

clearly be ident1f1ed. The transition temperature T N ts in excellent agreement 

with the value of (6.7 ± 0.1) K obtained m magnetisation measurements 

However, a broad bump occurs at approximately 13 Kelvin. Th1s bump can be 

attnbuted to CEF contnbutions. The first transitiOn point obtmned m the 

magnetisation measurements at T 1 of (4.2 ± 0.1) K has not been observed m the 

spectfic heat data. 

The dependence of the magnetic entropy as a funct1on of temperature for both 

alloys has been obtamed from the magnetic spec1f1c heat and 1~ shown m f1gure 

4.3.17 for Ho 14Ag;r and in figure 4.3.18 for Er14Ag;r. 
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From figure 4.3.17 it can be seen that the experimental entropy llS exceeds the 

predicted value of llSsat = 14·kaNA·In(l7). This result IS not physical. The 

theoretical value g1ven by considering all rare earth atoms per umt cell IS an 

upper bound to the magnetic entropy. Thus the expenmentally obtained entropy 

should not exceed this value. 

This "Impossible" result for the magnetic specific heat indicates that the 

procedure to separating the lattice, electromc, and magnetic contnbutJons is not 

valid. The above result indicates that interactions are important between these 

different contnbutions. Due to the magmtude of the entropy difference it is 

argued here that it must be an mteraction between the magnetic and lattice 

subsystems which gives nse to the apparent "overshooting" of the total magnetic 

entropy. If such an interaction exists between these subsystems then the 

magnetic specific heat Cmag can not be obtained by subtractmg the electronic and 

lattice contnbution as observed for La14Ag51 from the total specific heat Cp. 
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The magnetic entropy of Er14Ag51 is shown in figure 4.3.18 as a function of 

temperature. From figure 4.3.16 1t can be seen that the magnetiC spec1f1c heat 

tncreases above -40 K with increasing temperature. However the scatter in the 

data also increases. Thus it is not reasonable to take the data above 40 K into 

account. Cons1dering only the data up to -40 Kelvin the expenmental value of 

the entropy of (330 ± 20) J/Kmol is equal to the expected value of 323 J/Kmol, 

which IS equal to !lS""' = I 4·ksNA In( I 6) for 14 Erbmm atoms. Therefore, with 

this restriction good agreement between expenment and theory is obtained for 

this compound. 

Magnetic specific heat at low temperatures 

The mean f1eld theory of ferro- and antiferromagnetism fails at very low 

temperatures because it is unsuccessful tn correctly representing the low lying 

exc1ted states of a system, known as spin wave excitations. The d1fference at low 
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temperatures is that the energy of a spin should depend on the orientation of the 

spms in Its neighbourhood, and not on the average magnetisation of the system. 

Thus the dependence of the magnetic specific heat on temperature (i.e. magnon 

contribution) can be derived by treating spin waves in a Similar manner to the 

lattice VIbrations considered in section 4. I. 

Within the magnetically ordered ground state the low temperature properties are 

determined by low energy magnetic excitations. For different magnetic 

structures the magnon dispersion relation can take various forms which no turn 

determines the temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat. For the 

characterisation of magnons with low energy a magnon dispersion as given 

by D ka is often sufficient. Here D the spin wave stiffness constant and a 

characterises the magnetic dispersion. The value of a depends of the type of 

magnetic ordenng. Generally a takes a value of 2 for a ferromagnet and I for an 

antiferromagnet. Evaluating the integral of the magnetic energy at low 

temperature, it is sufficient to restricted the integration to the low energy part of 

the magnetic dispersion, namely 

WM = JnwD(w)J(w)dw, [4.73] 

or 

WM = f E(k) J(k) dk, [4.74] 
BZ 

where J(w) is the Bose-Emstem distnbution function (as magnons are bosons) 

and D(w) the density of states given by the dispersion relation. A detailed 

calculation of this integral is given in the appendix. 

The magnetic specific heat is then determined by the derivation of the energy 

W M With respect to temperature. For a ferromagnet and an anllferromagnet it 

follows that the magnetic specific heat is proportional to 

d 

C ocT;; -TP 
mog - ' 

[4.75] 
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where d is the dimension of the magnetic system. Therefore, an exponent of 

f3 = 3 should occur for a 3-dimensional antiferromagnet and f3 = 2 for a 2-

dimenstonal anttferromagnet. For a ferromagnet a f3 value of f3 = 3/2 (3-dim.) 

and f3 = I (2-dim.) is obtained. 

Plottmg the data of the magnetic spectfic heat Cmag in logarithmic form as 

ln(Cmag) versus ln(T) should yield a linear dependence at low temperatures. In 

figures 4.3.18 - 4.3.22 the logarithmic plots are shown for the magnetic specific 

heat ofRE14Ags1 compounds. 
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Ftgure 4.3 /8 Logarithmic plot of the magnetiC specific heat of Gd14Ag51 
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The plots exhibit linear behaviour at low temperatures. Thus the exponent f3 

(see equat1on [ 4. 75]) can be extracted using linear regress1on. The obtained 

values of f3 obtamed by the fit are given in table 4.3.2 below. 

Alloy f3 
Gd14Ag, 1.9±0.1 

Tb14Ag'il 25±02 

Dy14Ag, 18±01 

Ho14Ag'i, 17±01 

Er,4Ag'i, 18±01 

Table4 3 2: {3 valuesofthemagneticspecificheatofRE14Ags1 (RE= Gd, Tb, Dy, 

Ho, Er) 

From these results 1t can be seen that the f3 values are close to 2 and far from 

the value of 3 pred1cted for a 3-dlmenslonal antiferromagnet1c structure. Thus it 

may be argued that magnetiC moments are confined to the hexagonal pl.mes. 

Thus a 2-dimentwnal ant1ferromagnet1c structure results. 

Summary 

The spec1fic heat of the RE 1.Ag~ 1 compounds (RE= La, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er) 

has been measured usmg the method of adiabatic calorimetry over the 

temperature range -4 K to 300 K. From the spec1fic heat of La 14Ag~ 1 • the non

magnetic reference compound, where only conduction electrons and lattice 

v1brauons contribute to the total specific heat Cp (see equation [4.63]), a value 

for y and the De bye temperature 8 0 have been obtained of 

80 =(193±5)K. 
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The y value for Copper given in the literature [12] of 50·mJIK2mol has within a 

factor of 2 the same magnitude as the one obtained for Lai~g5 I. The density of 

states D(eF) at the Fermi surface of 8.5 states per formula umt and eV was 

calculated using the experimental y value (see equation [4.61]). 

D(eF) = -8 5 states I f.u .. eV 

Considering the large error of y (400%) the value of the density of states is of 

the same magnitude as the result of the magnetisation measurements namely 

D(eF) = -32 states I f.u .. eV states per formula unit and eV. 

The specific heat of Lai4Ag5 I was used to subtract the electromc and lattice 

contnbution from the total specific heat Cp of the magnetic REI4Agsi 

compounds. The remaining specific heat was interpreted as the magnetic 

contnbution Cmag of Cp and analysed. Further for all magnetic co·mpounds a peak 

at the anuferromagnetic phase transition at T N has been observed. Also the order

order transition at TI has been identified for Gdi4Ag5 I. For the compounds 

Hoi4Agsi and Eri4Agsi the order-order transition has not been seen m the 

measurements above -4 Kelvin. Furthermore, the thermal dependence at low 

temperatures of the magnetic specific heat has been analysed using a loganthmic 

plot of ln(Cmag) as a function of ln(T). In these plots a linear behaviour at low 

temperatures was revealed for each alloy and a linear fit to the data has been 

carried out in order to obtam the temperature dependence given by the exponent 

{3 ( C,,,, oc TP ). The experimentally obtained values for the transition 

temperatures T N. TI and the f3 values are shown m table 4.3.2 and compared to 

the results of the magnetisation measurements (TN<M•g>, TI(Mag)) extrapolated to 

zero applied magnetic field. 
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Alloy TN [K) TN(Mog) [K) T 1 [K) T,'M'" [K) f3 
Gd 14Ag51 36± I 36 7 ±0.1 14 ±I 13 6 ±0 I I 9 ±0 I 

Tb,.Ag, 27 3 ±0 5 27.8±0.1 - - 2 5 ±0.2 

Dy,.Ag., 170±05 17.3±01 - - 1.8 ± 0 I 

Ho,.Ag51 9.0±05 9 I± 0.1 - 28±01 1.7±0.1 

Er14Ags1 6.5 ±05 67±01 - 42±01 I 8 ± 0 I 

Table43 2· CharactensticsofthemagnellcspecificheatofRE14Ag51 (RE= Gd. Tb. Dy. Ho. and 
Er) 

From this table It can be seen that consistent phase transition temperatures have 

been obtained for both methods of measurement, magnetisation and specific 

heat. The absence of the order-order phase transitions at T 1 of Ho,~gsi and 

Er14Ag51 in the specific heat measurement is attributed to the calorimeter system 

which could not be cooled down to sufficiently low temperatures. Furthermore, 

from this table It can be seen that the values of f3 are close to a value of 2. 

In order to obtain the magnetic entropy as a function of temperature for each 

rare-earth silver compound the mtegral given by equation [4.65] has been 

calculated usmg the experimentally obtained magnetic specific heat Cmag as a 

function of temperature. The magnetic entropy is related to the spin degrees of 

freedom of each of the rare earth atoms Thus a theoretical value for the 

magnetic entropy assuming an ideal antiferromagnet can be calculate usmg 

.lS"' = c k 8 N A In [2J + 1], where c is the number of magnetic rare earth atoms 

per unit cell carrying a magnetic moment. 

The graphs of the magnetic entropy obtamed for Gd,4Agsh Tb14Ags" and 

Ho 14Ag51 show that the theoretical value is not reached experimentally. The 

difference amounts to approximately 20%. There are different reasons for 

obtaining lower values of the magnetic entropy, e g. due to CEF splitting. 

However, for Gd 14Ag5" where no crystal field effects are involved, this result IS 

unusual. In comparison to Gd14Ag51 the magnetic entropy of Ho14Ags1 exceeds 

the theoretical value. This is m principle impossible. Only for the compound 
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Err4Ag~, are the expenmental and theoretical value in agreement. These results 

just1fy to argue that the magnetic specific heat C,,.g, obtained by subtract the 

phonon blank Cphonon from the total specific heat Cp of the magnetic compound, 

does not properly represent the magnetrc contributron to the total spec1frc heat 

Cp. 

If the lattice and magnetic degrees of freedom are coupled then 1t rs not possible 

to subtract the lattice contribution by using the specrfrc heat of La14Ag;r from the 

total spec1f1c heat Cp of the magnetic compound. The mter actron between ldttrce 

and magnetic degrees of freedom results m a renormalisatron of both 

subsystems, the magnetic and the lattrce one. As a consequence of this 

interaction the physics becomes more complicated and the drfferent contributions 

are not any more separable. As a possrble source of such a coupling 

magnetostnction is mentioned here. Therefore, the attempt to srmply subtract the 

specific heat of La14Agsr from the total specrfrc heat Cr m order to obtain the 

magnetic specrf1c heat C,.,8 contnbutions wrll result in part of the lattrce spec1fic 

heat bemg attributed to the magnetic subsystem. If the entropy LlS is calculated 

using the magnetiC specific heat Cmng then erroneous results are obtained 

If magnetostrictJOn mechamsm IS respons1ble then magnetostnct1on and thermal 

expans1on measurements wrll be able to rdentrfy detarls of thrs interactron. At 

present 1t can only be argued on the basis of the spec1f1c heat measm ements, that 

the lattrce contribution as obtained experimentally by the La 1 .Ag~ 1 

measurements, is not a truthful reference for the lattrce contribution of the 

magnetrc compounds. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

The characterisation of the magnetisation measurements IS summarised in 

sect1on 3 3 of chapter 3. In table 4.3.2 (chapter 4) the phase transition 

temperatures of the specific heat measurement are shown and compared to the 

T N values as extracted from magnetisation measurements. Excellent agreement is 

obtamed been both sets of measurements. The values obtained here have to be 

compared to the results of Ikonomou et al. [ 13] carried out on the isostructural 

rare earth gold series. Ikonomou et al. determined the magnetic ordermg 

temperatures and effective magnetic moments of REAu3 6 compounds, wh1ch 

correspond to RE,4Aus,. In table 5. 1.1 the1r and our results are shown and 

compared. 

RE TN' [K] TN [K) T1' [K] T1 [K) (J N • [K) (JN '[K) 

RE,.Ag51 REAu, 6 RE14Ag,. REAu,. REr4Ag'i, REAu,6 

Gd 36 7 225 13 6 13 -69 -10 

Tb 27.8 225 - 15 - I 2 -12.5 

Dy 17.3 13 0 -4 - -04 -7 0 

Ho 9 I 75 28 - -04 -5 5 

Er 67 - 42 - 1.7 -

Table 5 1.1 Magnetic charactensllcs of RE14Ag51 and REAu36 = RE1.Au51 [13] (RE= Gd, Tb, 
Dr. Ho, Er) The table shows our experimental obtamed by translfiOII and paramagnetic Cune 
temperatures and the results by lkonomou eta/. • thls work, • /konomou et a! 

The values of the trans1t1on temperatures for the Au-series obtamed by 

Ikonomou et al. are smaller than those of the Ag-series. As Au and Ag are in the 

same column of the periodic table the1r electromc configuration and 

consequently the electromc band structure is expected to be similar for both 

compounds 

However, the atom1c radii are different, affecting the lattice constants and also 

the electromc band width. W1th the Au-atom being larger than the Ag-atom the 
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distance between RE-atoms is increased This may be taken as the reason for the 

reduction in the characteristic magnetic interaction strength for Au-alloys 

compared to the Ag-ones This is evidenced m the phase transition temperatures 

For 0 N Ikonomou et al. obtained negative values for all compounds. The values 

obtained for the effective paramagnetic Bohr magneton number p,,. are also 

shown m table 5.1.2. For a comparison with other RE-Ag-compounds see Kissell 

et al [14] for REAu compounds (CsCI structure type) and Sill et al. [15) for 

REAu2 alloys (MoSiz-type structure). For comparison the values are mdicated in 

table 5.1.2. 

RE p,ff • p,ff p,ff + p,ff 
; 

p,ff 
RE14Ae,. REAg, REAu REAu, cal 

Gd 8 I 82 792 8 38 7 94 

Tb 99 98 9 54 9 83 9.72 

Dy 109 Ill 10 22 1052 10 65 

Ho 1054 109 105 1097 1061 

Er 9 65 942 9.45 9 58 

Table 5 1.2: Results of the effective paramagnetic Bohr magnetonnumber p,lf of RE1.,Ag., and 

REAg 16 { 13], REAu {14], and REAu2 [15] (RE= Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) 'thrs work, '/konomou er 
al .. • Krsse/ et a/, t Sri/ et al. 

From table 5.1.2 1t can be seen that the experimental results of the effective 

paramagnetic Bohr magneton number p,ff agree with the theoretical value. 

In contrast to our results on the Ag-series of alloys Jkonomou et al. only 

observed a second phase transition for GdAu, 6 For all other REAu3 6 

compounds only one transition has been reported. However, additional phase 

trans1t1ons have been found for other antiferromagnetically ordered rare earth 

silver/gold compounds. S1ll et al. [15) observed a second magnetiC transition for 

TbAu2 and DyAu2 below the Nee! temperature. In the paper by Mmra et al. [I 6) 

magnetic transitions for DyAg2 and HoAg2 are reported m addition to the 

antiferromagnetic phase transition at T N· A more detmled companson and 
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dtscussion of the observed transitions is not meaningful, because the results are 

obtained on compounds with dtfferent crystallographic and magnetic structures. 

In table 3.3.3 in section 3.3 the values are shown of the critical fields at the field 

induced magnetic transitions. Magnetic field induced transttions have been 

observed for all RE14Ag5 1 except Gdt4Ag~ 1 at low temperatmes. The phases 

between these transitions are characterised by a posittve magnetisation with a 

linear field dependence. These magnetisation values are of comparable 

magnitude for all compounds. Thus tt may be argued that the field induced 

magnetic phases are due to a partial alignment of magnetic moments along the 

field dtrection In the literature field induced magnetic phase transttlons are 

reported for some dtfferent rare-earth compounds (REAg, REAu, REAg2, 

REAu2) by Kaneko et al. [17] [18] and by S. M iura et al. [19]. 

In order to obtam a better explanation an investigation of the magnettc structure 

of the REt4Ag~ 1 compounds is required. Neutron dtffractton experiments provide 

a SUitable method for the investigation of the atomtc and magnettc structure. As 

long the magnettc structure is unknown, no detailed explanation can be put 

forward with respect to the magnetic properttes. 

In the previously discussion a detatled and separate analysis has been given of 

each compound. Therefore an attempt is made to put the results into a larget 

framewot k. A good pictured overview of the transition temperatures is given by 

plottmg the spectftc heat as shown m figure 5.1.1 
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Figure 5././· Specific heat as afwrctloll of temperature for REuA8st (RE= Gd, Tb, 
Dy, Ho, ER, and La) 

F1gure 5 1.1 shows that each rare-earth compound has 1ts unique phase transition 

(T N) indicated by an anomaly m the specific heat. The value of the transitiOn 

temperature decreases with increasing number of !-electrons for the rare-ea1th 

alloys. An analysis of the systematic of the transition temperatures is given next. 

The interaction of localised magnetic moments of rare earth atoms w1th 

conduction electrons is frequently modelled using a point contact interaction, the 

magnitude of which depends on the details of the conduction electron density at 

the lattice site of the rare earth atom. In the simple model of an electiOn band 

structure, wh1ch does not vary sigmficantly across an isostructural senes, the 

magnetiC mteraction strength scales w1th the quantum numbers of the 4f 

electrons. The type of magpetic order which mmimises the magnetic energy IS 

independent of the rare earth atoms. Only the magnetic energy scale in modified 

by replacmg one rare earth atom by another one. Such a s1mple model gives rise 

to a scahng of the transitiOn temperatures for the VUJJous members of the 

RE 14Ag;1 alloy series. In the presence of strong spin-orbit couphng on the rare 

earth ion and an intenonic exchange interaction between spms, the constant of 
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the proportionality is given as (g -IY J(J + 1). Th1s scahng is known as de 

Gennes scaling and the constant of the prop01t1onality IS called the de Gennes 

factor r. 

r = (g -IY J(J +I) [5.1] 

On a molecular field model the Nee I TN (RE) temperature 1s proport1onal to r 

[5.2] 

For th1s argument the nature of the magnetic ordering is immaterial. It IS only 

assumed that the type of magnetic order does not vary across the rare earth 

series. 

A plot of the transition temperatures T N of RE14Ags 1 has been constructed as a 

function of the de Gennes factor and IS shown in figure 5 3 2. The values for T N 

are obtained by magnetisation measurements. The value of the transition 

temperature of the compound Ce14Ags1 ofTN = 1.1 K as reported by Trovarelh et 

al. [20]1S also mcluded. 
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Ftgure 53 2 Translftofl temperatures TN of RE1,Ags1 (RE= Ce [20], Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, 
Er) versus de GefllleS factor r 

The dependence of the experimentally obtained antiferromagnettc phase 

tt ansitton temperatures on the de Gennes factor are represented well by a straight 

hne as shown in ftgure 5.3.2. Thts also includes the value of the phase transttton 

of Ce,4Ag51 as given by Trovarelh et al., whtch is in excellent agreement with 

the lmear model. Thus a scaling dependence of T N has been tdenttfied for the 

REt4Ag, series. This result is in contrast to the results of Ikonomou et al. The 

transition temperatures of the Au-series do not obey the de Gennes law. 

The expenmentally obtained transition temperatures together wtth thetr 

"theoretical" value obtained by using the fit to the data points m of figure 5.3.2 

are gtven m table 5.1.3. 
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Alloy s L J g r TN(ca) TN (ooq 

[K] [K] 

La14Ag;~ 0 0 0 - - - -
Ce14Ag;~ 112 3 5/2 617 5/28 078 I I 

Pr, .. Ag<; 1 I 5 4 4/5 4/5 2.26 

Nd,.Ag;~ 3/2 6 9/2 8/11 81144 690 

Pm 14Ag;~ 2 6 4 3/5 16/5 7 97 

Sm 14Ag;~ 5/2 5 5/2 2/7 125/28 1098 

Eu14Ag'il 3 3 0 - - -
Gd,.Ag;~ 7/2 0 7/2 2 63/4 37 85 36 7 

Tb,4Ag'i, 3 3 6 3/2 2112 25 35 278 

Dy,4Ag'il 5/2 5 15/2 4/3 85112 17 22 17 3 

Ho14Ag;~ 2 6 8 5/4 9/2 11 07 9 I 

Er 14Ag .. , 3/2 6 15/2 6/5 51/20 643 67 

Tm 14Ag,q I 5 6 7/6 7/6 3 13 

Yb,.Ag;~ 112 3 7/2 8/7 9/28 I 12 

Lu 14Ag,.1 0 0 0 - - - -

Table 5 1.3 Characreust1c values and de Gennes sca/mg of the tiCIIISifton tempe~atwes of 
RE14Ag51 • Value of the translftoll temperature of Ce1.Ag51 repo1ted by Trovarel/1 et a/ [20] 

For the second magnetiC transition temperatures T, for Gd,4Ags" Ho,4Ags, and 

Er 14Ag; 1 an attempt to observe de Gennes scahng was not successful. For these 

transitions a simple de Gennes scaling IS not appropriate. 
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Appendix 

Spin wave dependence to low temperature magnetic specific heat 

The total magnetic energy of a system of magnons IS obtained by mtegration 

over the Brillouin zone in k space 

WM = f E(k)J(k) dk, [A.1] 
BZ 

where E(k) is the energy of one magnon and f(k) the distnbution function. For 

magnons, wh1ch are bosons, the Bose -Emstein distnbution functiOn is vahd 

f(k) exp[,/J~(k)J-1' [A.2] 

where ,8 = (k .T)-1
• 

For the followmg the interest will be focussed on the low temperature properties. 

This allows to restrict the magnetic dispersion E(k) to the low temperature part 

only. In the low temperature range and the dispersion can be described by a 

power law of the form 

[A.3] 

where D the spin wave stiffness constant and a the characteristic parameter 

which defines the magnetic order. For a simple antlferromagnet a= 1 and a=2 for 

a ferromagnet. 

For low temperatures only those k-values are thermally populated which are 

close to the k-value for which magnetic Bragg reflections occur. Around the 

Bragg reflections the magnetic dispersions rises to h1gher energies w1th a k

dependence as g1ven in [A.3]. Only a small region in reciprocal space centred at 
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the Bragg reflections is relevant for determining the low temperature properties. 

In this limit It is permissible to extend the Brilloum zone boundary to mfinity 

and to approximate (A. I] by 

[A4] 

Changing to spherical co-ordinates in d dimensions results in 

... ... 2Jrtr 

f dk = f e-Idk If sin t? dcpdt? [A.5] 
0 0 0 0 

which y1elds the above integral in the form 

[A.6] 

With the variable substitution 

[A.7] 

and thus 

ka =-X-

{JD 
[A.8] 

[A.9] 

dk = 
1 

dx 
a {3 Dka-J 

1 ( X )-a;J 
a{JD {3D dx 

[A.IO] 

the mtegral is changed to 
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4Jr ( 1 )~- d WM =-- j(x)a 
af3 {3D 0 

1 
---dx 
exp[x]-1 

[A.12] 

For the determination of the low temperature properties It IS sufficient to discuss 

the temperature dependence of the mternal magnetic energy W M • The integral 

and the other constants will determine the scale which, however, IS not relevant 

for our discussion. The temperature dependence of the internal magnetic energy 

is given as a power law of the form 

.~ 
W o:T " M [A.l3] 

The magnetic specific heat Cmag is obtained by taking the derivative of [A.I3] 

with respect toT resulting in 

dW ! 
C =--M-o:T" =T~ 

mag dT [A.14] 

This result is used for the discussion of the low temperature magnetic specific 

heat result in section 4.3 on page 
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List of constants 

Velocity of light c 2.998·1 08 m/s 

Elementary charge e 1.602·10"19 c 
Electron mass m, 9.110·10"31 kg 

Proton mass m, 1.673·10"27 kg 

The ratio m/ m, m1,/m, 1836.15 

Plank's constant h 6.626·10.34 Js 

1i = h/2;r 1.055·10"34 Js 

Bohr magneton J.l 8 = efll2m, 9.273·10"24 J/T 

Nuclear magneton J.l, = ef!/2mt> 5 051·10"27 J/T 

Bolzmann constant k. 1.381·10"23 J /K 

Avogadro constant NA 6.022 1023 1/mol (molecules per mole) 

Molar gas constant R=k. NA 8.314 J/mol K 
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Assessed Ag-Gd Phase Diagram 
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Assessed Ag-Tb Phase Diagram 
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Assessed Ag-Dy Phase Diagram 
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Assessed Ag-Er Phase Diagram 
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